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Executive Summary
The purpose of lhrs document is to provide a deci!too support tool for comparing pipe excavlli on/remo\-al costs with eMcosts to
characterize a pipeline. Characterizinga pipeline involves obtaining andal13lyzing the number of samples required at different
confidence levels to determine if action levels for contaminants are not exceeded. The decision support tool can be used to help
predict the break point at which one method exceeds the cost of the other method. Detennining which method is more CO&1 effective
results in the polential for cost avoidance.
The first pan oflhis acb\i ty provides a stat istical n'aJuatioa of the number ofsamples 10demonsmue, al several confidence inten-lI!s.
that action levels for cooumin8nts are nat exceeded. A nnge of confidence intervals is used to allow far the poten tial for
demonstrating ability to meet action levels (AL) at leve ls ofvarying stati stical rigor, with resultiog potential for cost avoidance. The;
confidence levels of80, &5. 90. end95 percent upper confidence leve l are used and sutn!I1ariz.ed from section2.S below.
ConfK!enc Width of Aiph. 0... Numb..:r ofSamples
e Level Gray
1 sample I sample Wilcoxon 2 sample 2 sample Wilcoxonregion
r-test Proportion Sign test r-test Proportion RankSum
80% 5 %ofAL 1 ';' 20 % 38. 1041 245 255 1526 106
85 % .s "" of AL 1 % 15 ~-b 4211 1179 276 2117 1119 119
90 % ' % of AL 1% 10 ~/o 492 1366 318 33. 1979 137
95 0/. ' % ofAL I 'I, S % 596 1667 386 399 2398 166
The statistical evaluation provides an estimate for the number of samples and costs needed to enable the stated confidence levels. As
an example, the cost for analyzing 403 samples is $4,608,305 (see Table 4 at Q 95'/0confidence level).
The second part of this activity provides a eost estimate in dollars per linear foot for excavating pipeline typcs (materials of
constractice) and sizes and depths. Pipe materiels include etaialess end CArbon steel, concrete and reinforced concrete, Ilnd vitrified
clay pipe- Depths evaluated include 5, 10, I ~. 20, and2S feci below ground surface. for example, pipe excavationlren:lcn'al costs
range from $2.,608 to 513,027 per foot (538.24 to $8.49 percubic foot) for vitrified clay pipe at ditre:rr:n.t depths and diameters.
Pipe excavation/removal costs are compared toA~ling and analysis costs. For the examples presented in this document" the cost to
excavate vitrified clay pipe is compared to tbecost for taking andanalyzing a number ofsamples at varioos confidence levels.
Excavationcosts for theOIher pipe types, steel and coecrese are similar b) vitrifJedclay pipe. Based on thescenarios and exemples
presented in this document, the cost for sampling is more: than the cost for excavetiowremovat. If thecontaminated region is not
known, the number of characterization samples required is Independent of pipe length. This decision support tool can be used to help
predict the break point at which the cost of sampling exceeds the cost for excavation.
The decision support tool is only as good LU the inputs WiN in the Excell!l spreadsheets. As de-scribed below the tool has limitations
lUId areB8 for improvement. Further, the assumption that the contaminated volume Is restricted to 2 pipe diam mn; from the pipe
could besigniftCandy differenl than aetuaIcooditions. This situation docs not ItCCOllJll for leaking pipelines and the possib le need 10
obese or clean up thecontaminated soil associated ..i th a leak. f inally, the tool used for estimating the cost associated ....i tb the
number of samples does nol: tau into eceouat the depth of the buried pipe, it only accounts for the- contaminated region around the
pipe. Samples taken at 25 f'Mtdepth are conridmlbly more expensive than &amples taken ala 5 foot depth. In some cases it might be
necessary 10 exhume much cfthe waste site TJSt 10obeain tbe requiredsamples. Finally, recent experience by FluorHanford has
found that the costs of removing all types ofpiping 2 feel in diameter or below costs about the same, due to the physical realities of
doing excavation and the fact that piping ofany materialofthae diameter or below is easy to shear or size reduce. This experience
implies that the estimate for pipes 2 feet in diameter and less (2 inches, 6 inches, 12 inches and 24 inches) can be combined intoone
estimate. .
1be decision IUpport 1001 provides II method for comparingexcavationlpipe removal costs withcharact:crization sampling and
anal}'Sir.CQStJ, to aid in deciding whetherto remove thepipe or leave it in place. While the actual costswill be sin ation-specifle, Ibe
i eneralizatiom in thi! study providegood approximations for altemarive analysis and can indicatl' where more detailed analyses are
needed. The: pipe excavation estimate spreadsheet de..'eleped fOT this study can easily be modifiedto eva luate situations on a ease-by-
case basill and provide more detailed cost estimates. Ultimately, the decision \\111 be influenced by factors such lIS regulatory
requiretnl:nts, slakeholder interests, safety coocems, programmatic decisions, and risk reductioo in addition 10 cost The decision
support tool c1ot's not assign vetoes to these factors,
8J Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoil Inc.
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I . IDtroduroo.
The Hanford Site is a formerweapons-production complex managed by me U.S. £kpaJ1mt:nI of Energy(DOE). The
580 meSite,located in SOUlheii1S[mJ Wuhington State, produced about 60 percent of tbe United States' plutonium
hum the mid-1940s to the late 1980:1 to support national defense. In 1989 the DOE announced that the production
facilities were being shut down and the Site mission was changing to environmental restoration The CentralPlateau
portionof theHanfordSite covers approximately 73 mi2 near the center of the Site. The legacy wasteand
contamjnatod materialsfromthe HanfordSite defenseproduction mission remain00 the Central Plateau in canyon
buildings, underground tanks. waste sites., and other structures. The wesie and contaminated material s present a risk
to remediation workeD and the environment.
As a result: of former waste disposal practices, high volumes(If contamiaanta weredischarged to more tb.ul800
waste sites on the Cem:ral Plateau., iIJ:;hKling cribs, pcods, trenches, andburial grounds. Some of !besecontaminants
present a risk to the underlytni: groundwater and the n~y Columbia River. Othetcootamir&antspresent an: not
mobile enoughto be considered groundwater eorcercs, but lU'Cpresent in sufficient quantities to pm;ent a hazard to
humanhealth aDdthe emimnmcnt.
Many oftbe W15tesites include sections ofburied pipeline ofva:rying depths, piping materials, and conlamination
levels. Several hundred milell of pipeline are within tbcsc waste sites, resulting in significantwork scope for
whatever remediation methods are chosen. The overall remediation goal is to protect human health and the
environment.
It is desired to minimize the costs associatedwith remediation efforts. Knowingthe relative costs betweenremoval
and sampling to assesscontam.inatiOD extent to guide remediation piUbs may allow oee or the other to be'
lIUbstantiaUy avoided during mnediJitiooIl1d thereby reduce costs, while achirnng the same remediation goals. This
study provjde3 a Decisioo. Suppon hoi to Aidevaluating breakpoints where it becomes more cost effective 10
remove a subwrfacc pipelinerather thatto characterizeit Iiufficicndy 10prove that lea,,'ing in place is protectiveof
buttwt health andthe environment
1.1 hoj«tSropl
Project scope for this report is in two parts. The tint pm.providc::i a statistical evaluationoflhe munber ofsamples
for a 8iven length ofpipeline eo demoostrate, at several confidence interval" that eence levels far oontaminants an::
not exceeded, A range of confidence intervals is wed to allow for the potential for demonstrating ability 10 meet
action levels at levelsofvarying statistical rigor. with resulting potential for cost avoidance. The confidence levels
of80, 85, 90, and93 percent upperconfidencelevel are used. The statisticalevaluation provides an estimate for the
number of samples needed to eeeble the slated confidence levels.
The second part ofthis acti~typro.,idcl a cost estimate in dollan per linMr foot for exClvatillg various pipeline
t)peS (tnaLtnals ofooostnlction) and aizea and depths. Dc:pth9 evaluated includeS, JO, IS, 20, and25 feet below
ground surface. Pipelinenweriab: orcocslr\lCtioo incbde:
• Vilrified clay
• Stainlessand cerbce eteel
• Concretemasonry
• Reinforcedconcrete
Pipelinemcs vary from2 to 4Rtnebes in diameter. Table I provjdcs a lin ofpipeline IypCS and lfu.metm.
Combinations Ihadedin gray are ex,;tuded from this.wdy because these combinatio.n:!l of diameterandmaterial do
not wit iIllhe piping industryand thereforedo not exIst at theHanford site. The combinations of diameterand
material. (shaded in yellow), while not explicitlydetermined to exist at tho lIanford site, represent cnmbinations used
in the pipin& industry and therefore havea potential to exist at the Hanford site (potentiallyapplicable). The
combinationsofdiameterandmaterial (shaded in~) ere known to exist 8t the Hanford site as confirmedby site
drawinga/OOcI1mtIlU (definitely applicable). The cQ5t estimate focused on the cost associatedwith clean and
ooatamina.ted soilexcavationandpipelineremoval. Othercosts such .B!I fixed costs essocated with mobilization and
demobilization are included but shouldbe tatlorcd or modified to fit specific remcdi&Iion jobs.
lS2416 .doc
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. -. Nol Applicab le
. •_~ Applicable.. ,ot1 .Del_ Applicable
FinaUy, the two estimati ng techniques IR compared eoprovMJe a decision llUpport tool to aid evaluating breakpoints
where it becomes more cost efUctivc to remove a subsurface pipeline rather that to characterize il sufficiently to
prove thai leaving in place is protec tive ofhuman health and the environment.
1.1 Project Goals
The goal of this 8lu.dy is to provide u (1e.ci$ion support tool addressingthe question: for a given length, type of
pipeline, and dcpdt. wiU it be IJ:lCR 005teffective: to wnpk the piping to determiDe conwniDllnt levels or to simpl y
excavate and dispose oftbe p1pina: ( and any l58OCi.ued cootamjnated soil)?
It is desired to minimize the costs essocieted with YetDCdiation efforts. Knowing the relative costs betweea ftmOwt
and ~ling may allow one or the other to be subttantiaUy avoideddnring rem.ediatioo and tbm:by reduce costa,
oM1ile achieving1besame remcdiatKlD goals.
The goal of tbis task is to provide . decision support 1001to allowobjectMlCQ5t mIluatioo.s of tbe separate pipeline
remediation Icl~ activities 0( I) removal and 2) Mmpling and. chAraeteri:z:atioo. The: tool should beapplicable to
any JeGtioa of sub!Ulface pipeline 0tI the Hanford Si.te. The objective of thia task is to allow dt:fmsible~D1
of thecosts associated with remediation ofa !ite by 1) removalof subsurface Jripelinesections (wi th subsequent
disposal) VCm&8 2) samplingand chuacterization ofthe pipeline (to support a range ofposslble remediation
activitiesfrom no action to disposal) .
1.3 .4ssJllllpdo1r&
The fullowing: list comprist.a assumptiocs used in the dc\~Jopmeat of the Decisioa SllppOJtTool. These assumptions
form thebam for the Excel spreadsbeet!l used in the ttati:5lical analysis to defiDe the mJJ:Ilber of~1e8 needed at
various oonfideDce intervals to rc:mt.in belaw actioa.lcveb for n:medimioa andthe Excel sprcadsheet.'J used to
estimate the cod for excavating and removing vmiow size bwic:d pipe Jines.
• All activities ere governed by RCRAor CERCLA and applicable reiW atory egreetn rnu. although some
,;ees will be govon><d by lD ilrtegJatodRCR.NCERCLA 'I'J"U"cl>.
• Wastes zenented from sampling. characterization and excavation activities will 'be: cfuposed at the
EnviromDeetal_tion end [);gpo'" Facility (ERDF).
• Sampling will befor alpha" beta, gemma, and chemi.cal coostituenl5.
• Pipe excavation cost includes excavation,rert1O'l81 and placement ofthc pipe in an ERDFroll offburial boll.
0[" ERDFcan. Thepoint oftcmrination for excavationcost is filled ERDFcans with soil or broken clay
pipe or pipedebris. The standard ERDF can or roll offbox will be used for disposal ofcontaminated waste
.t ERDF. TheERDFdisp!>sa! boxholds 13 bank cubic yards of soil. Excavatedsoil expandswhen it it
Joadod in theboll. and the r:RDFboxwill bold 13- 15culric yards. The ERDFboll.VoiD hold larger
volamesbut is limited to 13 bank cubic yards: due to~ limits.
• Coolammaled pipe debris andsoil will be disposedat ERDF. Clean excavatedsoil will be placed in spoil
piles Dear dIe excavation a:1d may be used for backfill after p ipe removal. ThetreDeh volumeexcavated
152416.doc 2
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will be assumed to be cJean sou dolton to a point two pipe dia.metm above the top ce ter diameter of tbe
p ipe. Below that point, all soil (plus piping) to a point two pipe diameten below the boaom out:cl" diameter
of the pipe will be coosidel'W oontaminated andbe removed.
• It i.., assume d that meuJ piping types will require in-trench aize reduction (cutlength'Nise), with heavy
equipment to fit in di9pOsaA containers, while vitrified clay pipin&: is assumed to be readily mechanically
brokenwithinthe trench for disposal. Cost estimationincludes theseoperations.
• Traasuranic (TRU) waste has been excludedfrom the scopeofthis study
• Remote handled waste il D>t expected from pipe excavation (excluded from~).
• Candidate piping systems include steam conden sate . cooling water, process condensate. process waste, and
chemical sewer 1ine:1I.
• Exunk'ld lrench will inclt.deside stopmg necessary to remove the pipe 01" provi de personnel access to 1bc
trench for samp ling anddullIoctcrization Slope will be 1.5 to 1 for Hanford soils . Thi s slope is assumed to
be adequate for safe perscscel access and tn:nch boxes ex!b.oring will DOt be required.
• Coets for sampliDg Deed to be included in the CQlIt estimate 1otals. Laboratory analytical cost per soi l
sample will be esscmed for thepmposes of ibis study10be S11,385 per t ingle soil sample. Any costs for
sampling of actual piping C1I' contaminated soilcea also be provided(but is excluded from the scope). h is
a.<NJmed Chat one pit and sampling iCollection (labor lmd. materials) would cost S12500 fur the first sample.
with $600 for every additiClDal sample. Nott that ooepit would take ...1 day but 3 pits eould be done in 2
days due to economy ofalready mobilized forces. Therefore for example a 100' pipelinewould take 3 pits
an<l 2 days. or $25000 for the first sample in each of the 3 pits . Oa a per footbasis, the oosts for the first
sample would be S2SOICoot,. with a minimwn of S12300.
• Sampling may occur by bore hole, test pit or other means.
• Intereel epece of pipe will be sampled.
• Au WI\epipe systems ere single pipe lines (no multiple lint systemS or e:neased systems).
• The following pipe shes EMy be exclude d s.inoc these are DOt lmown to exist on the Hanford site.
StainI= Sled p;pe__12iDcbe3_
Carbon sreeI pip< _ _ 24 iDcbes
Concretepipe: 1es.1 than 12 inches diameter
Vitrifiedclay pipe less tban 12 inc:hell md greater than 36 inches
• An excavation leDgth of 100 ft was cbcsee (<< this~ for the following reeeocs:
o It allows meaningful iC~an...oo. between excavation aM samphng . ctivines.
c It represents I medillll lengtb oftypica! pipe runs,
o It provides A geed balance beeweea fixed costs (i.e ., mobilization and demobilization) andunit
costs without infb ting (or deflalint) the fixedcosts.
Theultimateresul t Dfthe excavationestimate is to provide a C08t per linear foot ofpipe removed. The
spTeadshcetcan be modUitd to input the exact pipe length if the IlCc:nario dictates a higher level of estimate
fidel ity.
• The ntimate assumesthat any crushing or flatteniDg of pipe to el.iminate w id spece will bepe:rformf:d at the
di~ sitE. Cost tiSOCiated withthis i! included in the wute dispo.ul charge line Iem,
• Sbltilrtical aDalysis for smnpling confi dence win be pcrlOrmed hued 00 the: foDowiDa tefermces:
I . EPA QAIO-9S. "DataQuality~ Statistic&l Mdbo<hfu< Pnctiti""","
2. EPA QAIO-9R. "Data QualttyAo;es.<ment: ARtviewm Guide"
3. EPA QAlG-SS . "Guidance on CIlooomg . Samp!m& o..;gn fmEn_ Data Collection"
• Upperconfidence 1.eve.l9 evaluatedare SO. 85. 90. and 95%.
• Action lcvds £ex speci6c w ntamjnantJ ofcOocemanl not used i.r:I tlM analy5is. Ifneeded, reference 6.9
provides examp1e.s of actionlevels.
1.4 C""tr!butors
Principal con tributors to this study inc lude:
W.",. Gaul, Ph.D., ClIP . CHMM Cbesapeakt Nutloat Services
CharlesUrland Project Enbanc:emcJ11 Corporation
William G . Jasen, PMP Project~ Cerporatica
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2. Sta ti, d eal Sampling Evaluation
1M'pwpose of dti , section is to proyjdc • statistical evaluation Qf the numbc:r ofsamp1ell.-cquin:d for a given len~
of pipeline to demonstrate. at several confldeece k\-els. that the actioo levels for comeminents are DOC exceeded. A
rangeofconfidencelevels is desired to allow for the: potential fur demonstrating abilityto meet the action level, at
varying levels of statistical rigor, v."ilh resu1ting poImtiaJ for cost avoidanu. The confideoce levels of80. 85. 90.
and95% upperconfidence levels~d be used. although a!tem.1te statistical treal:meflts may bepofonned subject
to approval by Fluor Hanford. The ~tatistical evaluation should be representanve ct tbe nwnber of samples needed
to enable the stated confidence Icveh .
The purpose ofthis decision support tool is to provide decision-making activities lIS they pertain to the potential
remedial action(ItA) activities IS80CUted with~ remo'''al, samplingandcharacterization at Ibe lbnford sit e and
potentialJCmOval of contaminated 1IOib. The former weapom productiort oomplex includes sec:tioos ofburied
pipeline of varyiJJg depths. piping mmriab and CODtMninarioo jevels. Thla studysupports. and resu.lts in, a log ic:al
I)'SleIIlatic approach to sampling tMo residual soils. md decisionmAking. Data from this MlIlpling effort wJ1l be used
to mjnimize theoosts associated withmncdi&tion effort! andcomparison 10 regulated soi l clean up tevels to
determine ifadditionallOil remediation is required prior to fonna1 site closure. The sections which follow provide
the necessary infonnatioo and decis'lions made by the site owner and regulalors that rtsult in a samp ling approach that
will satisfy all decision needs.
1.1 AcdOlfLn~ls
Action levels, ifneeded. will be~ withDecisional Draft OOE/RL-2007-o2, Rev 0 , Appendix E Action
Levelsand OOEIRL-2002· 14.:Rev 1 Work-Plan. Specific actionJewlshave not been applied to !hedevelopment of
the decision support tooL
2.2 Pnlbninary AclMtiu
Preliminary activitiesaffeding any area of CODCtnl are initially identified 8I1d investigated in the scoping or
historical~ ataze. The ectivitiesmay be ~ewing historical data.performing tdditiOMI.survcys,
determinin.I no informstion is availAble, etc, v.illcb areexplained in moce detail below. Tbese prdiminary activities
provide an informedidemificationef1bc initial scope and bound ofthe activities needed to characttrize the pipe
idemified. The inf()l1D3.tion md dab obtained d.uiJlg thesepreliminary activities is eslia1tiaJto establishing me
correct stalistieal parameters used to c:bAracteri2e !be site.
:U.l Scoplag Protest
TheJC~ process is eonducted boyaMi~ rt:!IpOnsibilitie, and completion bU'get datelJ in the scoping checklist,
Table 2. The objective o f tht aoopinr; c:bec::klist iIc to provide II~re.hensivc tool that c:nllUfe"S that _II nllevunt and
avlUlahk: project information:is obtained, analyzed, evafnatcd, andsumm.arized. This cbecklist requires the
investigator to dttet:mine iDformatioo: IUCb as JiIe JUstoI)', riskdrivers,. opCi aDoual cooc:ems. safetyeoncems,
radi onuclides present,bazardow IDllttriab presmt andwaste de!lignatioos. Tbe table allows tnd;ing by providing
space to put a <:heck in columnone when a task u completed. ne SOOPlna' processresulta provide chcbasis for
much ofthe statisticalanalysis decisions.
1,2416.doc 4
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Table 2 • Sc:opiO& CbKkIllt
l Coemleted lIem Resecreibili tv Cornoletion Date
I. Historical sile aiSCSSDleJlt
2. Study 81'CalI defined
3. SWl1llllllY ofexisting data, SW"W)'S. lab
results, monitor"inf!: resuhs
4. S ofrecordedSPills
S. Cum:nt facUity eonditiona
6. Current environmental conditions





1.1.].] H1s:toml Sile~e.t (HSA) or lnltW. AsscsItDeIIt
Provide. briefdcscriptioD of'lbc bifCoryoftbefacility, site, or studyarea. Disaw when andwhy the Cacility, me,
cr studyarea wasoriginalJy~mi how it bas beenused ovrr the yean to the present. Describe the general
design anddimensiomoftbe facility or surveyarea, year of c:ow1Nctioa, t)pe$ of improvaDeDtJ, andreference
facility drawings. Describe the process bi9tory for facility opuations from the t:ime the faci lity began operations
until the time it ceasedoperations. Categorizethe surveyareas as impacted or DQIlooimpactcd.
IdeDtify an n:gulatory criteriapertinent to the lite, incNdiD&: actionjevel criteria or rqWatory willi.which may be
dcee, risk« .ctivily~. JdentifJ applicableadministtati~ limitsassociared ",;th diHposal site Waste Acceptanc:C
Criteria (WAC). Identify applkable Department IlfT11m5pOrtahon (DOl) requirements for shipping waste material
1.1.U: SI1IdyAre. Dtftned
Describeany previousareu whichbavebeen identifiedM needing:investigation,remediationof furtheraction.
Providespecific information such al location,blue print or map reference. Also clearly idaufy areaswhich will not
be included.
2.2.1.3 SUDlIM.ry of Emting Dal~a
Discuss lIOy existing data that is rc illvant to the facility, site, or lltudy area and that might influence the way this study
will be developed. Provide a summary ofall existing anal~al data, 5U1'VCY data, laboratory feJuJts OJ" relevant
inf0nD3tion. A 1horougbundr;rstan.:ling ofthesedata it essential to the statisticalprocess sinceit is the basi, for
defining the conceptual model An undcntanding of the ....nmce aDdother Jtaristical panrmcters foc thecWtiDg
data may olsobev_hk to the""""I...desi.... Identifyan den=! eoecee...lion sWdolino 10m. (DCGL) which
ba~ bec:n dcvt10ped far thosite.
1~1.4 SllJIlImry ofheordcd SpUls
The historical site usesSJTM"t'Jt and etist:ingdata review mAycover this area in sufficient detail,~, ifpo!Slblc
interview individuW who worked at the area prior ID the initial acceptanceofRCRA This maybring 10light
previous Am'itics in areaslong fOlgottm.
2.2.1.5 Carrul C.Dditionl
Discuss any Jte])S th.uere e:urrentJy bring IBla:n CO maintainlbefacilil)', !rile, oc study area,10preventfurtbcr
oontaminaJioo from 0CCUlTi:Ilg. aad/\Jf'to mjnimize risk to humanbcaltb andIbccnviro:nm.ccL Identify the current
housekeeping pracncessucb U IDOI'Ping or vacuuming floors to prevent dustbuildup. This infonnation is important
to understand the potential migrationofcontaminant. Identifyanyoutdoor actions which are present to prevent
contaminantmigration to the soil and to wa.terpathways. such as silt fenc es andcollection areas. Identify all safety
concerns involved with the facility, building(s), and area . These should be usefulin incorporating into job hazard
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analyses. Identify personnel protective equipment and measures needed to protect workers. Identity industrial
hYi:iene sampling ~quirements .
2.2.J.6 Ma terial s Presen t
Identify the &COpC of radiom1clides present on the site from the HSA. Determine aU hazardous materiels on site and
the a.v.oeiatcd quantities.. Provide an mv.mtory of"'u'llc on site by 'YP¢' andquantities.
:1..2.1.7 ScopiDg lnun
SCepingissues are UJIlUOIvedqutstioos that surface while conducting the scoping process andthat ceed to be
resolved before rbe project can proc«d. f«exampJc,. historic.al ~b!l'llll.y ditfu in ~iTdn;criptions of the
processes, ndillouc1ides or chemkab usedat a gi,,'eD l ite; or in a given area. Iftbere are uncertainties regarding the
processes or chemicals that were used, it will be ditIkult to develop a Jistof contaminants of concern.
2.2.1 Co~~ptual Model
If during theabove steps infonnation is not sufficient to support. complete decision ofreuse, recycle. disposal or
maintainas carreat, a coocepcua1 ttlOCkl to support activities should be developed. ni.s modeldescribes the
ntdioactiviry IU:SpOCkd for theproject. The detcmtinat:ioo of i..m:pacted or non-impactedshouldbe 5upported by the
model. The determination ofdata g.api and poktltiaJ dispositioo. Itrakgies should be given.
1.1.3 Summary
At. tbilitep a summ.vy ofan area of concern is developed which ties alIof the above items into. document that is
useful ror:further planning. This document cancover one single area or may cover a group of rc:la.t«I areas having
similar characteristics. In dtvclopine areas of concern the Multi-Agency Radiation Swvey andAssessment of
Materialsand Equipment Manual (MARSAME),Draft fur comment, NUREG1$7'. Supplement I. EPA 402-R-06-
002, OOE-EH-707. December 2006 uses the term categorization to detennine ifmaterial or equipment are impacted
or not impacted. This leads to an Ilfpropriate level of survey for disposition ofthe material from a surveyunit. The
SlII"YC'Y unit provides the6p4tial bownarits for the dispositioo decisionsimilar to the MARSSIM (NUREG IS1S.
MuIQ Agency Radiation Sarvcy andSite lm-estigatioDM.mual (MAR.SSlM). Rev. 1. Augmr: 2000). Guidance on
e1a.uifying~ based on lhepotentiaJ. level ofrc:sidual radioactive material soprovidethe appopriate level of
lW'Vey effort relative to the established.the actionjevel criteria. Survey andme requirements are specific to each
cla..u, Table 3, ,,'ifh more detailed n-quiremenll for those aJcas with potentially higbee IevebofcontaminatioD.. 1be
cW:!lifications and associated survey Tequireme:nt1. are:
• Class 1 areas are: (I ) tbose where residual c:ontaminatinn, prior to any.remediation, are likely to exceed
applicable unrestricted action level criteria; (2) have the hiebest potential for small areas ofelevated
contamination; and (3) insufficient evidence is available to reclassify the area as Class 2 or CII1SS 3.
• Class 2 arcas aR: (I) those where the potential for residual contaminatioo. exists" but is wilikely to exceed
the applicable~ actionlevet cri1ma; and (2) little« 00 potential for small eees ofeJe,.'3ted
contam jnation.
• C1aM 3 artIS are: (1) those where measurable level! of rcsidu.aI coatamination arc UDlik.cJ:y ebcve
background; ODd (2) insufficient evidence to tuppOrt categorization as non-impacted.
Ta ble 3 - Arn. Oalstnc.doDReqairemutJ
Classification Area Size hectot of Total Area
Class I atructures to 100 m" swface area 100%
Class 1 land areas I uoto 2 000 m '00%
Class2 landareas 2.000m to lO,OOO m 10%1 to 100%
CWs3 areas 2.000m to 10000m MBvbe less chan 10%
2.J D~J'I Criteria
At litis po int areas ofpoleDtia1 contamination havebeen detenninedand the question Deeds 10be developed to
determine what actiom an: oeeded. Corec:quencd or these actions also Detd to be idemi6edauch lbat decision
levels maystart to be developed which arc based on statistical decisions. The decisionpoUltofthiA study is to
1 This percentage depends on the DQOprocess, reference 6.10.
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determine: if it is more cost effective to remove a sec tion ofpipe without sampling or cbarecterize the pipe v.itbout
remediation andachieve: the same renediation goals . These decision criteria will be developed for 4 separate
decision levels (80%., 85%, 900/0, 9S'Y. coofidence level) based on statistical modeling.
The mill hypothesis (H.,) tested for in this plan is that coJltaIJ1iMtioa exceeds the action level. The alternative
:hypothesis (H. or HI) is that residual(lOOtaminaLion meets the action 1c\-eJ criterioo. The st&tistical tests used will
&ttempt to reject thenun hypothesis.
1)1M' J decision elTor: A decisionerror that OCCW'S when the nwillyporhesis is rejected when it i.i true . The
probability ofmaldng a Type I deds'.on error is called aIp/uJ (a). 'I'ba iJ tecaed a false positive error.
T)pr D deeislcn «ror: A docirioa. error thai oc:c:un when !he 111111 hypotJtem is accepted wben it ill false. The
probability of making II 1'ype11J&.i..don emN is called beta (P ). This is termed a false negatr." error.
Hthe action level (AL) for the contaminant is not 2nD, the surveys ere designed to provide sufficient evidence about
the eontaminant concentration (X) ttl disprove 14, with H",: X ~ AL (see section2.1 on action levtl!l). Any decision
criteria will require a combination of accepting a probability for both error types. The risk of deciding a ccntamiaent
is DOt presentwhen it truly is preseecprovidesa more severeprob1a:nbecausethe potential ecesequeecesof this
decision error include risk to hwnan health and the envinmment Therefore, a more stringent limit ill typi cally Ad Cor
the tl parameter thanthe: Pparameter.
2.3.1 ~veJop Limiu on Declsll,. En'on
The dmsion process Itart3 with detl:rmining tbc: rcglon where 1'!llarh-dy largedecision error rates 8l'e cODllidered
tolerable. This is referred to as the way region. The amount of data available influences the width of the gray
region, This region can be revised &pending on thepowerof the h)TIothesis test. A limit must be IJCt for a tolerable
false negative decision error rate and a tolerable false positive decision error rate. the combination ofthese limits
will be very close to the 4 separate decision levels (80'Y" 85%, 9OYo. 950/,confidence level) used here. The lower
bound ofthe grayregion(lBGR) is selected depending un data availabil ity for the site. Fwther informationon the
LBGR can be found inRdrnocc:s 6.3. 6.5.6.7, and 6.8.
Detc:nnine data lUa" , objectives for the contaminant ofCODl:em ll.D.d mate it to apossible background level.
Translete the data a<ld's objectivea into limits on T)Jle I or Type n decision erroR. IfData Quality Objectives
(DQO's) have noc: beendC'o~document the probable tolerable JimiI1l. on decision erron, width of &I1Iyregjon.
and estimatedprtliminary values. UDQO's went developed, eccfirm tbc limitt an decision errors..
2.3.2 Informad on Needs
The relevant information needed to make the decision will be tabulated andanalyzed for usability. This information
include items such as I1ldionuclides ofconcern, chemicals of concern. standard deviation, lower and upper bound of
the gJ1IY1'Cs:ion. and othN data collected in the DQO process, Addititmll l sampk:sII\IYbe required. The areas of
CODCml will be isolated into individual su:rvoy unim that will be Irea1ed as sepantt: U5e$. Each individuAl case will
be uniquely identified. Spatial and """""",I C<IlIlllOD<DIS will be identified such that da1a collectiononduse will be
reprneoutive oflbe populatioo.. It is~ iqxInant 10 defiDe tbe population clearly andexactly. The population is
the toW area. vob1mc. an&'or time btaval that app ly to thedecision (ecce made). Utbe PJPUlation is not weD
defined, it will be tme1ear to what tt..e decis:ioD. Applin. Timed includedto take intoaccou:clpotetttial migration into
or out ofthe area.
2.3.3 Pnllmlnarr Data Rflkw
The action levels for tadionuclides landchemicals must be established and clearly identified prior to any sampling or
remediation. These criteria &SUIt in establishing cleci:Iion levcls with the statistical. pBl'1mlCtCn- o:scd to test the
h)pOtbc:sis. Tbe:sc aiteria may be r~iUL'rtorY 01' risk based panmetrn. TherelatioC3hip of thedata received to 1M
action level needs £I) be establisbed . 'I'hisasks thequeation ofwbetber the action kve1 is ""equal £I)" or ''less thAn"
the aumerica1 vafue. This stlJdyUSC!confidence i:Dtrrval stati!tics at80'~ 85%, 90% llIId. 95"1l.
Wbeothere is existing data it will be analyzed for 8JlPlicabi1ity by determining thefollowing statistical panmeter1
for e",ch radiomJclide or chc:mical or concern:
• Measure of relativestanding
• Measure ofcentral tendency
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• Measureof dispttJioo
• Measures of association, whereapplicable
2.3.3.1 Mus.res ofReJative: Stalld!ag
Sometimes theanalyst is interested in knowing the relative position ofone or several observations in relation eo all of
the observations. Percentiles or quantile! are measures of relative5tandini that are useful for summarizing data. A
percentile is the data value that is greeter thanor equal to II given percentage of the data values. Stated in
mathematic lillcllJl8, the pill perecntiJtl is III data value tb.IIIt is grcQtcr thnn or equa l to pO/.of the dat3 values and is leu
thanor eqosl to ( I -p)% ofthe data values. Therefore,if '.t is the p1lt perceDtile. thenp% oitbe values in thedata set
are jess than or equal to x, and (IOO·:p) % of the values are gI'Cater than r . A sample percecrile may fall be tween III
parr ofobservances. For example, the 75th percentil e of" data set of JOob:!en lltions is nol uniquely defined .
Tberefcee, there me severalmethod.<i forc OIJ4lUting &ample: percentiles, theTIlO!t conmon ofwbich is ~5mbed
below.
I..et X"X1t •••• .x.a represea the n data poinls. To compute tbep* perccntiJe, yfp). first rank the data from smallest to
W&'" and IobeI thesepoin.. x,•• x",. . . , lI(.1O thatXo, ;.lho smane., XoJ ;. the secondsm>lJest, and lI(.,;. the
largest). Lett- KplIOO, and multiply thesample me n byt. Divide ~ result in to the inleier pari andehc: &.ctionaJ
pan, Le ., lei nt '"'j + g where j is til<: integer part and8 is Ute fraaioo. pan, Tbea thep'" percennle is calculated by:
ifg = O,
otherwise,
Y(P) - oem + X, .,,y2
Y(P) - X, d )
(I)
2.3.3.2 Mea~urt" ofCeatral Ten ,lency
Measures ofcentral tendency chanrterize the centerof. data set. The three rnosI conunoo. estimatrs are lhe mean,
median, melthe mode. Dirocti01lS fur calrolating theM.! quantities are given below.
ThemosteommonJy used mea.sure (Iflbe centec ofa data set is the samplemean, denoted byX . The~Ie mean
can be IhoDd11 of as the -ceutt::rofgravity" oftbe cbta ~et. The sample mean isan arithmetie average for simple
sampliDg d esiiDS; however, for complex sampling daigm., IUC h lEI stratifica.tion. 1be semple mean is. "'-eigJrted
arithmetic aver ege. Thesample me..an is infJucnced by extreme \-'Blues (larg e or small) and tho lJ"tatment ofnoo-
detects,
The sample median is the second lJ1I)Sl popular measure of thecenterof the data. This value falls directlyin the
middleof Ihc ordered data set. 'fbi!. means that ~ of the data are smaller th3J1 the sample medianand %of thedata
are larger than the sample median. 'Ibe median is another name for tho SOthpercentile. The median is not
influenced by extreme values end cen easilybe used ifnon-detects are present.
Anodter tndhod ofmeasuring die center ofthe dab il10 rhc sample mode. The sample mode is the valuethat oocun
Vt'ith thegnatest freqUCDCY. Since the sample mode may not existor be unique, it is Ihe least commonly used
metiW'e at eecrer. Bowevee, the tMde is useful for qualitative data.
let XIoXl • .••, x.. repre8CI1t the n ctau,PJint!.




SampleMedian: Thesample medillJ\, X. is the: center of theordereddata set. To compute the sample median, sort
the data from. smallest to largest andlabel these point1: Xo>o Xal•.. '.Xt~l' Then,
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x=
X «it+l) f 2) if n is odd
(3)
SampleMode: The samplemode is the value in the sample that occurs with the greatest :frequency. The swnpJe
mode may not exist or be uniqu e. Ccnnt the number of times each value 0C0CUl"!. The sample mode: is the value that
occws ""'"' frequently.
1.3.3.3 MenaTtI of Dispersion
:Measures of central tendency are more meaningful ifaccump micd by a measure of the spread of valDes about the
center. M~ of dispersion in a da~ set include the range.variance. sample sandard deviation. coefficient of
variatioD, and the int:erquartile tanEt. Direction:I for computing these measuresare given be low.
LetXi.X:. ...•X..representthe n data points.
SampleRange: The sample range , R. is the difference betweenthe largest and smallest values of the data set, i.e ., R -
max(Xj) • min(XJ .
SampleVariance: To compute the $:unple variance. ; . compute:
t» _.!.(tx,)'
52 = .... n I" (4)
. -1
Sampk: StandardDevi ation: The sample standard deviation, 3. is the square root oftbe sample variance,
s=# (5)
Coefficient ofVariatioo=The coefficientofnriation (ev) is the sample standard deviation divided by the sample
mean Le.•CV - 3 I X . The CV is often expressed as a percentage.
Interquartile Range: The interquartile range (lQR) is the difference between the 7Stb.andthe 25* percentiles, i.e.,
IQR - y(7S) - )'(2S).
Theeuiest measure ofdispersion re compute ill th e llIUIlple range. For small samples, the reage is easy to interpret
and may adequately rcpr-esenl the dJspenion of the data. For large aample:t, Ihe range is not vt:Iy informative
beceuseit only coosiders extre:me vJhles and ill &haefore greatly influencedby outfien.
Generally *pc1king, the sample variance~ thc~e squared dis taoee ofdata point! from theM:lDple mean.
A large sample variance implies the data are not elustered. close to the mean. A smaIl aampIc variance(relative to
the meaD) implies most of the data tee near the mean.. The :wnple variance is affectedby extremeva1ves and by a
~numb<rof~
The sample IWldarddeviation is dt:, llquat'C rootofthewnp1evuiance and hal the aamcuIlitofmeasun: as tbedAta.
The cot:ffieieat Clfvariation (CV) hi • measureha,,'ingno units thatallows the comparison of dispenion 8CfOS5
several sets of data . 'Ibe CV (also mown as the relative ~tandard deviation) i8 oftenused in cnviromncnta1
applicBtiorul becausevariability(when expressed8.1 • standard deviation) i5oftenproportioDAl to !bemean.
When extmne valuesare present. d~ iDterquartilc TDII;:C maybemore representative ofthe di.spenionof the data
than the standard deviation. This statisticalquantity is the differenceofthe 75th IDd25th percead lee and therefore,
is not influenced by extreme values
1.3.3.4 Mnsuru.r AssodadoD
Data sees oftClllDcludeJbe.&S11lttDer>l8 of several characteristics (variables) for each samplingpoint There may be
imerut in understanding the relatio:lShipor level of assoclatioa between two or tIlCIre ofthese variables. The
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reteticesbipbetween two variables may oot be applicable in aU aituatiom fer this projecl. Oneof1he most common
~ ofessoefance is the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient measures the relationship between
two variables, !UCh as a bDear relationshipbetween two sets of measurements. It 11 very important to note thatthe
correlation ccefficienr doc, not imply cause lID.lI effect. The analyst may say the correlationbetween two variaNcs is
bi&h and the relationship is strong, but may DOt say an increase or decrease in one variable causes the other variable
to increase or decrease w;mo.n further evideece and strongstatistical controls, .
The PeanO'IICOITClalion coeffici ent~ the saecgtb of tbe linear relationdlip between two variables. A IiDeu
aMOCiation implies lhat as OI)C' variable iecreesee, the other increases or decreases linearly. Valuesof the ooadation
coefficient.close to +1 (positive correlation) imply that as one variable increases, the other increeees nearly linearly.
On the other hand, a correlation coefficient close to - 1 implies that as one variable increase', the other decreases
Dearly linearly. Values close to 0 imply little linear correlation between the variables. \\'hen data are truly
independent, the correlation betweendata points is zero (oote, however, that a correlation of 0 does not necessarily
imply independence).
The correlation coefficient docsDot detect nonlinear relationships50it should be used only in conjunction wilh a
sceue- plor, A scatter plot can be used to determine if the correlation ooeffi.cient is meaningful or ifsomemeasure of
nonlinear relationships should be used, The correlationcoefficient can be significantly influenced by extreme values
so • &eattef" plot should be used 6m to identify llUch values.
Pcanon's correlation may be sm.ritive10theJ7re!IefICr:orone or two extremevalues. especially when sample sizes
arc small. Such valoes :may~ in a high correLation. suggestinga stroIlg !iDear trend, when ooly moderate b'l:nd is
present This may happen, for intlWlce, ifa single (X,Y)pair hasvery high nluc:s for bothX and Ywhile the
mnaIDIDg data value, are unccrrelated, &tremc values may also lead to low corrdations between X andY, dms
=ding to mask. a Sb"OI:Ig linear trend. This may happen ifaU the (X,l') pairs except one (or two) tend to cluster
tightly Bbcmt a straightliDe. md the c::r;ceptional point has a very large X valoe paired with a moderate or- small r
value(or vice vena). Asinfluences of extreme values can be important, it is egein suggt6tcd to cse a scatter plot in
roojunction with a correlationcoefficient.
An IlttmAtive to the Pt ancm COITCbrim is Spearman' . rankcorrelation c:oef5citDt. 11 is caku1atcd by fust replacing
eachX vahx- by ita nmk (i.e.• I forthe smallest X value. 2 forthe second smallest X value, etc.) andeach Y valueby
its rank. These pain of nnks an: then treated 88the ex,}') data and Spearman's rank correlation is cakulated using
the same formulee WI for Pearson's correlation.
Since meaningful(i.e., monotonic increasing) transfonnatio03 ofthe data will not alter the renks of the respective
variables (e.g., the ranks for loa; (X)~ be the same for the ranb for X), Spearman' s correlation will not be altered
by nonlinear increasingtnII.SformatiOIlB of1he Xs or the Ya. This desirable property, and the factthat Spearman's
correlation is less sensitive10extreme values,:makesSpearman's correlation a good altemanve or complement to
Pearson's correlation eoeffieient.
2.3.4 ldrntify SUm)' Units
To make a dec ision concemma the disposi tion of cbepipe .and L'IlIOCia1ed 8umnmdiDg IOUI the toeal mustbe divided
ilJto ItgmenU oftbe total thai ..ill be used 10make an individual decision. This IqW'atc Im01IDt ofmatcria.l or
equipment will RqUire a acparate disposition dcc isioll. These ac:paratedecision pieces ate termed IUI'VCY uoi1s with
boundaries clearly defined to ntab data interpreta.tiool maiahtfotWm'd.
Typically IheIIUIW)' unit dimensiOOI are DOt gnu in . tegU1.atioa. so thedecision:makcr EDlStmakc assumptions to
develop actionJcoyeJ.s and I8W"Yq unit boundaries based on physical charac:teristic lIlId1 .u physical dimensiom.
complcxity.lCCCSSibilily aDd. inherentvalue. The size is primariJy related to the scale of dccWoo. making defined by
1"'8'h. widlh and dcpch of sow Of . ,.Iotod _ of motmol. ThiI_ allow the S<pU>tioc .... "'-'"<I and
non-impDcted materi31s.
24 Sekcl the SIotUtkIJ/ Method
The intent here is to choose a ztzrtistical method and define the assumptions used to decennine this method.
Typically. there is existinz: data to 5upport the method determination, however, u no data i, available a dctennina.ti.on
may still be made.
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One di\isioll in tile methods of this sec tion isbetwttn parametric andDO~ hypothesis tests . PlUlIlDCtrlC
teSts t)'pieaUy coecem the popula tio-:l meaD or quantile, use the actn3.I data values, and ass ume data vafues follow a
specific pt'ol::RIbility distributioon, normal or lognormal. NonptmlMetr1c I:ctJX typically CO'DCenI the populatioo meanor
median, 11.<lC datil ranks, and don't assume a specific probabilitydistribution. Paramelric tests wi ll have more power
than a nonparametric counterpart ifthe assumptions are met However, tbe distributional assumptions are often stric t
or undesirable for the parametric tats and deviations can lead to misleading results. These will be discU8800 fo r
each test.
The intent i3 to providegood atati5ticalvalidityto defend the hypotbosis testiDt beingdone at the endto detennine
the numberof 5AJDP1e& required to provide I reasonable statistical oonfidence the site is c:orrecdy represented, lfw
coDlanrinant is present in the baekpwnd. themnltiple population method kUS will beused to compare data to the
release criteria or action level . lfthe conta minant is not pre seet in the bat:kground the: lingle population tests ....-ill be
used,
The gray reeioo is a rangeof values of me parameterof interest for a surveyunit where the consequencesof making
a decision error are relativeJyminor. The upper bound of lbc gray region is set equaltn Ibc actioo. level. andthe
lo'lllttboundoftbe gray region(LJKiR) is a sitt>-spccirlC variable. The dec~ODmakerhas the: ability to select the
width oftheRgioo. The lowerbowld of tile grayregion (LBGR) is iDitia.lJy set at SO%ofthe &etten level A
change in the l.BGR winaffect the relative shiftand number ofsamples ta1o:n in 8 survey unit. This is reflected in
the two t)pC8 of errors associated Wl.th the data quality process:
Type I d ecision error: A decision error that occurs when the null hypoth~sis is rejected when it is true. The
probability of making 8 Type I decision erraris called alpha (a.).
Type II drdsioD err or: A decision errortbat occurs whenthe null hypot1le.d.J is eccepted when it is false. The
probabili[f' of making 8 T.we ndecision erroris caUod beta(~).
The lBGR is subtracted from the artion levd. and represents the width oftbe &nlY~ andiAreferredto as the
shift,. delta (.:1). This can abo be bouDd by the specified false rejection decisionerror limit minus the !lpecified faIsc
eccepearce decision error limiL The shift is usedwith thestandarddc viatkoa. 0, of the mca.!IUl"eli values in the survey
UDit or the reference area10detenninc: therelativesmft. AIrs. The rel.tive shift is an expleSSion of the resolutionof
dIe~nt in unitsofmeuurcmc:nt uncertainty.~ Ibis way it is easy to ItC that relative shifts ofles:s
thAn one n.andard deviation, diG < J ~ wiD be difficuJt to detect. Convers<:Jy~ relative trhifts greater than3 standard
devtatices, Ala > 3~ will be easy to detect, Thenwnber of measurements required to achieve the: two errors above
depends on the valueof the relative!hift.
The standard deviation will be determined fromexistingsurveydata, as available, and estimated otherwise. Surveys
maybe done to establish a better slBtJdant deviation. Differenttypes ohur£a.ccs,. soils or reference areaswill require
different t~dard deviations be cletc'~d. When preliminaly data is not available MARSSIM allows an assumed
standarddeviation on theorderof ) \)0.4 oftbc DCGL 'tbese concepts arc used to determine the munm ofsample5
Deeded 10 determine a specific rtatUticaJ accuracy.
2.4.1 Smile I' opllbtioa Methodi
Themethods of this sectionccccem coJq)3riD.g a mile population paraIIldtt to a regulatoryvalue (LC. II fixed
nmnbcr) ortbe estimation oftbe populatioopanunettr. If the regulatory at 1lCtioD-valuc: wasest:iJMted, thena one-
sample mt:dlod is DOt ii)J}UoplLate ud a t'M>-S8mple~ should be selected. An cump1c of. onc--sampIc test would
be CO dttetmioe iUS%ofan wriIsamplesofJ'u..239 from. the area are below. fixed regulatory ltvtL F01 this
example. thepopulationparameter is a proportionand the thresholdvalue is 95% (0.95). Comparing the mean
contaminantconcentrationof a contaminated site to the meanconcentrationof a backgrcnmd areawouldbe a
considered a two-sample test.
The hypothetlis tests discussedin this section may be used to determine if there is evidence that 0< 90, ()> ()o. or ()"1
80 where fJrepresents thepopulationmean,median.proportion,. or quantile, and t90 represents thethn:5hold value.
There are alAe confidencclto1enmcc intervalprocedures10estimate 8.
2.4.1.1 ODe Sample StuMnt ,·Tu t
ThU one 63IDple test is used 10 compare the mean of tilepopulation to a thre$bold valueor regulatory limit. This tes t
assumes the cootaminant being co~d is notpresent in background. Thetest also assumes there is DO variability
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in the ItlguJaloTy limit. The test assu:nes independence of tbe data and themeaD is 8pprOXimately • normal
distribution. A etaristical test for normality ofthe data sbould also be done prior to performing this test. Consult a
statistician to determine to what degree thedatamoets the normal distribution Note that ifthesample size does not
meet tho normaldistribution this te st may still be applied in a limited fashion. Th.c t-test should be used with caution
wbto ouillen are pn:."CJ)1 because the mean and standard deviation are sensitive to outliers.
If the~ set has a large numbec ofvalues that have beecreported as kss than the dewction limit caution shouldbe
Ween. Large numbent ofvaluu repcrrtedas l~ than the detection limit may eause the decision maker 10 throw out
thedata set or requireadditioIlal lS8ll'ples be taken. Replacing the less thandata with W I. of the detection limit has
been considered aeteptabJe in some eeses.
The dtcisioD maker must determine 'the appropriarc propo rtion for the parameters associated with this test. This
information includes:
The mill. and alternative hypothesis, typi call y:
H.· IJ. 2:: regulatorylimit
H" - JI ~ rcgutalClry limit
The grayregion.bound by a tolerable false :negative decisionerrorrate
anda toJersbJefalse posiuve decisioo. ctror rate,
Tho falserejection error tate, a,
The false acceptance error re te, p.
This test is 10 be used when there arc: potential statistical outliers in the data. 0ut1ier3 may represent hot spots- in the
distribution of contaminant There ere numerous statistical tests for outliers that may be appropriate to use at the
start of the process.
Calculate the numberofsamples needed for the ODe sided t tr:st U!ing:
(6)
V1bere:
n = the IlW'00er of samples,
Srolll = estimated standard deviation, total population,
%1.. '" where 2:1.. is thez mt&tiJItic for the falae n:j ectiOD error rate, a.
Table A·l ofRefcn:ncc 6.8,
%"'1 .. wbctt: tH' is thez staJi&tic for the faJse acceptaDCe c:aor Ia1lC., P.
Table A· l of Reference 6.8,
4 '" width of the gray region (the~ified t'aJsc re;i«:tioa. ~jsjcm error limit
mimIs lb, specified false a=ptaDc<l d«ioioo error);mit).
It is eustomary to roundsamplesize u.p to the next highestwhole number.
2.4.1.1 One Sampl~ Proportion Tnt
Th.e one sampleproportioD. test is UHCd to comparea population proportionor percentileto a thresholdvalueor
regulatorylimil The population proportion is the ratio oftbe numberof elementsofa population that has some
specific characteristic lD the total rasaber ofe1emem&. It.population pcrcentiJe is~ pm:ua:ageof elements ora
population having values lessdwI. $()IIlC thresholdor rcgu1attny limit.
Th.iJ lest assume. the (lOOtaminant being compa:rcd isDOt present in background. The test also assumes there is DO
variability in the regulstory IimiL NMe that for P - 0.51his test is equal to theSign test, bowever, this test is more
powerful than the Sip test for symmetricdistribotioa.s. The Wilcoxoo signedrank test is preferredtest whente8ting
the median. The test ill used to determine if the parameter being toI tcd is a peteent3.i e (proportion) of tbe threshold
value. The only essumpnon is that the samples represent a randomsample. The distribution shape is validfor any
und erlying distributional shape.
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The decision maker must deteemioe the appropriate proportion for the parameters associated with this teM. This
information includes:
The null and alternative hypctbesis, typically:
H.. p ~ regulotory limit,
H" - P :s regulakll)' limit,
The pay region, bouDd by a tolerable false negative decisionerror rate
anda toknble false po sitive decis ion cror rate,
The mise ~jectiot:. error me, U.
The !abe acceptance error rate, P.
Additional false rejection andacceptance eII'Or rates may be chcsea
This test is to be used when there are potential statistical outliers in the data. Outlien may represent hot spots in the
di5tribut:i.on ofcootuninant There &R numerous statistical tests for outliers thallbay beappropriate to use at the
start ofthe process,Ref~ 6.8.




D "" thenl.Irnber ofsamples.,
%1.. - where %1... Is the;z !lta.tif,tic for tbefalsen:jcct:ion error rate, a.
Table A·1 ofReferma: 6.8,
%,., -.where %.+u the z statistic for Ihe f. lse eccepeanceeaor rate, p,
Table A· t ofRefercnce 6.8,
Po ""thefalse rejection rate,
PI = ther.ttle acceptance rate.
Round the~Ie me up 10 the next highest whole D.umber.
2.4.1.3 WJkOl:o. Signed R..k Ttst
This test is good to test the mean or median of the poputatioft. The data are asswnee1 10 ccmtilute • random sample
from ll)1DlDCtric population. If the populationis not symmetric Of normal con.mIt lstatistician for assistance. For
popabtiOM where the sample me it srmer chan SO theI-test i, more robust tha.D tho Wik.oxon siif'Cd nml: IeSL
Sampling results !houIdbe reported with sufficient accoracy such Ihat: a largenumber ofoqu.aI values are avoided
Nq:ative numbers and estimated values for data below thedetection limit (0.5 the detection limit) are wed because
the test relates the relative magnitude to the rest of thedata.
To ceJcula:te the DUmber ofsample8 needed for the WilcoxOD. signed test use:
(Z,_+ZI_fJt ( A )
n= 4(SignP -O.5)' where Sign P=/f) '7..,
Wb.,.:
152416.doc
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Tab le A·l of Rcfcrencc6.8.
%l .p '"'where %I-f is the z statistic for the false ecceptance error rate, ~,
Table A·l of Reference 6.8,
I • ~
c1J = cumulative standard normal dtstributioa function, r=- f e :Z dx,fUr _
= width of the gray region (the specified false ~ection decision error limit
minw cbe specified fAlse ecceprecee deci..uoa error limit)
&real = estimated total standarddeviation.
Round the ,ample size up to the next highesl whole number.
1.4.2 l\faldple :PlJpulatioa Methods
For two u.mp!etcsb !he hypothesis eonsidered arediff~ from the DDe sided test:5mcea compMi.'lOll is used. 'The
comparison is between the reference aru. charactaistics andthe:fUC\'eY amI~. Multiple population
mclOOds areappropriatl:: when tht oomparisoo popu1:ItiOZl of thll1'Cf'ermc:e area bM the comtitoent ofccecem
natunlly present. This is the ease fc~ radium, dwriumand unnium in scil, It is important to be able to C\'B1uate the
varOOilityof the background materitl.inrdation to Che cootmninant concenuation. Multiple population methods
allowthiscomparison. The 4ecisiotl makermust selcd the test to usc.
For the hypothesi!! testing let III represent the mean for population 1 and "'1 represent the mean for population 2 the
bypotbe5CS considered are:
Case 1: He,: J!.t - P2 S a.. vs. ",,-: )l.J -)l.z > &..and
Ca<le 2: H.: )11 - ll:;::: ~ Vll. H,,: PI · J!.1 < a.
Where 5e is a speci5.od value.
2... ,2.] Two Sampll!Studnt t-Tnf
This test is robwt for te:rting the me,w of two popu!attons. Thiot test assumes a rm:1om sample is drawnfrom each
population and they are independatt samples. The means fOT each population are eseumed to be approximately
normally distributed.
Tho decision makermust select the.sppropriate criteria and hypothems case to test.
Additiooal: information rc:quin:d includes:
The &raY region, boundby a tolcnble fiIbe negative decision error rate and III tolenble false
positive decisiOll~:nlte.
The fAlse: rejedion mtJr rate, a a16...
The false aeceptence error ra te, j} at ai,
Additional false J\."jcction and acx:eptance error rates may be chosen.




( )'2.lJ Zi--c. + Zln = -, + (025) z'
(q -6,)' '1
= the Dumber ofsamples,
""e stima ted standard deviation,
= where ZI-o is the z statistic for the false rejectionerror rate, a,
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Table A-I of Reference 6.8,
Zt., = where Zi-fl is the z statistic for the false acceptance error rate. ~,
Table A-I of Reference 6.S,
00 = the false rejection decision error rate,
o[ = the false acceptance decisionerror rate.
Round the sample size up to the next highest whole number.
2.4.2.2 Two Sample Proportion Test
This test considers hypotheses concerning two population proportions or percentiles. The population proportion is
the ratio of the numberof elementsin a subsetof the total populationto the total numberofelements, wherethe
subsethas some specificcharacteristic that the rest of the elements do not A population percentile represents
percentage ofelements of a population having values less than some threshold value C.
The decision maker must decide on the hypothesis to use. Ifthe decision is made to let PI represent the true
proportion for population I and P;z representthe true proportion for population 2 the hypotheses considered are:
easel: H,,: PI-Pz::: 30 vs.HA: PI-P2> i5"and
Case2: lL,: PI - P22: 30 vs, HA: PI - P2< 15"
Where 0" is a specified value. An equivalent null hypothesis can be written for percentiles
Additional iaformationrequired includes:
Thegray region, bound by a tolerable false negative decision error rate and a tolerable false
positivedecision error rate,
Thefalserejection error rate, a at oa,
Thefalseacceptance error rate, 13 at Olt
Additional false rejection and acceptance error rates may be chosen.
This test assumesa random. sample is drawnfrom. each population and they are independent samples. The test is
robustforany underlying distributional shapeand is valid to outliers
To calculatethenumber ofsamplesneededforthetwosample test for proportions use:
\\'here:
n





D - the Dumber of samples,
ZI~ = where .ZI... is the z statistic for the false rejection error rate. c,
Table A-I ofReference 6.8.
ZI-P = wheretl-f is the z statistic for the false acceptance error rate, ~,
Table A-I ofReference 6.8,
Pt = the proportion fromsample populatiOl1l,
p] = the proportionfrom samplepopulation2.
Round the sample size up to thenext highest whole number.
:Z.4.2.3 Wllco:son Rank Sum. Test
This test illa distribution free test that compares the shape and location ofthe two distnbutions instead of a statistical
parameter such as mean or median. The Wilcoxon RankSum Test uses the null hypothesis:
110: the distribution ofpopulation I end population 2 are identical (or the site is not more contaminated than
background).
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Theal~ hypothesis :is:
H,,: part oftbe distributioDof population I is located to the right o f the disrributioDof populatioJl2 (or me site is
morecontaminated than b3.ckD'ound).
Thi s requires can: in labeling popub.tions I and 2 bececse of tile structure of the hypotheses. Thb test, when applied
with the Quantile test, results in the most powerful for detecting true d:iffe:rences between two populations. Random
sampling and data independence are required for trultest. This test is robust for outliers.
To determine the numberofdata po:ints required use:
(11)
D "" the nuI:3ber of samples in the reference and 1Uno"C)' areas,
ZI... - whac ZI.. is the a statistic (orthe fau rejection error rate, U.
Table A~I ofRefi:rencc 6.8,
Zl~ '" when: :~l of is the z statistic for the false acceptance error rate , ~,
Table A·I ofReference 6.8,
~ ,.,the cuouJative standard normal distribution function,
~.... - theutimated total Jtandard deviation
.6 - width of tile gray region (tbe specified false reiectioe decision error limit
minus the specified false accep tance decisioa error limit).
Round the sample size up to the DeXIhighest whole number.
1.5 Sdmpllng Designs
The number of samples needed to ac:curately determine the characteristics of an area weredetermined using the
methods in Section 2.4 above. It must be determined where to take these iWDpJes to benefit the most from the data
received. Environmental sampling includes not only the number of samples but the geographic pos itioning of the
samples andIor tbe time frame of U1npling. All of tWl comes together to minimize the expenditure of resowces
associated with MJDPIe co1kction, aDalysis. and intt:rpTm:tion.
Emiroameatal sampJing des.ips art:. complex tnbject \Vhich is dealt with mateDSiw detail in References 6 .1. 6.3 .




Systematic and grid aampLiag
Composite £ampJi.Dg
More innovat ive sampling dc:sigm ioclud e ranked set umpling and adaptive cluster sampling, Reference 6.5 .
%.5.1 Jud~eDtaJ SampU01:
Here the klection ofwbere to taketbe aa.mples is based l1D koowledge ofthc fcaJnres or coodilion under
investigation. This method i5 based l1D professionaljudgment not statistical probability based 1aDlpliDg. For thi.I
study the f'tStrict:ion has been placed at two pipe diametc:n outside the pipe underim:estigatioa.
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1.5.1 su.pJe bodo'lI Samplillg
In this sampling method the $amplillg locations are selected usine; rutdomnumben that de,ignate wbere to take the
sample. This designis t oad for uni formly distrWuted contamination but is likely to miss "hot spots" of
contamination. The resule ere Iltatistic. Uy unbiasedestimates oftbe mean, proportion &nd variability withintt.e
51.IJ"YCy unit. Difficulty in defining the precise random location may cause difficulties wi th this method.
l.5.3 Stntifltd SlIlIplfng
This S4Dlpling design separa tes the target population into noo-overlapping stnta or sub populations that are moVtU
or though!: to be homo~ The strata may be chosen on the basil of preexisting information or judgment about
the site . 'This methodmay achieve greeter prec isio n in estimating the mean and variance aM.it abo allows
computation ofreliable es limata for population subgroups of llpe(:ia1 interest
1.!.4 Systematic and ('.rid SampUng
Tbie sample design U8C 5 rei.'Ularly SJI8Ced Intervals over space and time. It starts with a random location and
rigorously defines the remaining locations over a grid, which maybe square. rectangular, triangularor radial. This
technique is good to determine hot spots andspatial patte rns.
1.5.5 Compolitto Samp1lllg
Composite sampling uses volumes of matz:riaJ from several selected umpliDg units in combin&tiOD10obtain a mixed
homogeneous sample. It is very COB' effective by ttducing the DUmber of analyses required, It is used in conjunction
with ocher S&JI1l'ling&.! igns to estimate tbe popuWion mean l\'bcn 5p'!tial information i, not needed.
15.6 SampHng Stratcn
No singlosampling Itntegy is adequate for theproject outIi.ned here 80 the combination of several difftrtnt sampling
strategies will be mtployed to provide the bestsampling methodology. Judgmeotal s.ampling will be used10 sample
Dear the pipe and prderentiaUy toward any suspected an::a :such as a joint, leak. curve, or close to the building.
StntiiJedsampling will be employed to get to the: depchofthc pipeofooncem. Five foot intJ:rva1s have been
initiallyproposod. but pro{miomJ judgment 'NiJJ. be cocsidesedin this decision. A Iystematic 01' grid system will be
used llample wttbin two pipe dimnelm of the pipe
2.6 I_pact ofGl'l1j Region ."JSt(lllJIU'fI ne.,UUWIl
Variationin the width of the grayregionandthe standarddeviationcan significantly affect the numberofsamples.
Theseparameters maynot beknown until B site is identifieda:od some level of data gathering bas been
accomplished. Variation in these pa.rameters is described in the following sections.
Z.6.1 Effect of DiffereDI WIdth. of tlae Gray RtgiOD.
There are two important '1a~c:a1 parameters thathave , is;nificant impacton the costsassociatedwith the DUmberof
gmpks. I) the width of thegray rq;ioo and 2) tbe standard deviatioa used, The width of dlo J:TIlY region is cypk.al1y
Ihc upperbound ofthe traY region minu.J the lowerbound of the gray region. The q7pCf boundof the gray region is
lypicaUyact at the action level whilethe lower bound ofthc grayregioa. is somewhat subjective. The widertbe
widthofthegray n:gion the mon:: er ror may be accepud 'I1JU is U8ed in ronjunction with the false poWive and
Degative rates.
for example. iCtbe embmjnult Wll! in the background end the poportion of the refereece area activityis being
tested, . two sample proportion test would be chosen. If" thoose different ..idtbs ofthc erayregion the numba' of
samplesdmnges. see Table 4 for m:u1tJ from the two sampleproportion test. AU variabb an: able to bechanged in
the~and roU up to 8 total cost. Thecambined probabilityrepn:sents addition oflbe false positiveand
~ative rates. You cannot choose a zero ratr.: 110 ODe is used as a pla.ceOOlder 10get the percentagesclose 10the
5J'«ified go-/." 85%. 90'~ and 95'Yo.
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Table 4 - ExarnJtleofCost Variability with Different Statistical Parameters




Analytical C05tofSampling CombinedRcgion,. Alpha Beta Samplcs,n Costper Design for One Probabillry
(UBGB- Sample Are.
LBGR)
0.1 0.01 0.01 553 $11,435.00 $6,323,555.00
0.1 0.05 0.01 403 $11,435.00 $4,608 305.00 95%
0,1 0.01 0.05 403 $11,435.00 $4,608,305.0 95%
0.1 0.1 0.01 332 $11,435.00 $3,796,420.0£ 90%
0.1 0.01 (1,1 332 $11,435.0 $3 796420,00 90%
0.1 0.05 0.05 276 $11,435.0 $3,156,060.0 90%
0.1 0,2 0.01 256 $11 435.0 $2,927 360.0 80%
0.1 0.01 0.2 256 $11435.0 $2 927 360.00 80%
0.15 0.01 0.01 246 $11435.0 $2813010.0
0.1 0.1 0.05 219 $11435.0 $2504 265.0 85%
0.1 0.05 0.1 219 $11,435.0 $2,504,265.0 85%
0.1 0,3 0.01 208 $11,435.0 $2,378 480.00
.... 208 $11,435.00 $2,378 480,~":;$,' "" ... " ,. {j 179 $11435.00 $2,046 865.00 95%, ._. ~-~'" ;' ~ --: "':4Rln: .. y': , 179 $11,435.{J{ $2,046,865.0 95%
QI 0.1 (1.1 168 $11 435.{J{ $1,921080.0< 80%
0.1 0.2 0.05 158 $11435.0 $1806 730,0<
liliiii. 158 $11435.0 $1806 730.0148 $11,435.0 $1 692,380.0 90%""'" • ", ,,-*iWK, 148 $11435.0 $1 692 380.~ 90%
This table showstheimpactofchanging the width oftbe gray region from 0.1 to 0.15 at the 95% and 90% level.
The number ofsamples is 403 samples required at the 95% levelwith a width of0.1 goingdown to 179 samples by
widening the gray region width100.15. The effect offa1se positive and false negative rate: is illustrated with the
nw:nber of samples detreasing from 403 at95%,332 at900/0, and 256 at 8(>"1,.
Iftbe contaminated region is not known, the number ofcharacterization samples required is independent of pipe
length. For thepurpose ofcost comparison withthe excavation estimate, a method ofcomparing theassumed
contaminated soilvolume along the pipe length with thenumber of characterization samples isproposed.
2.6.2 Effect ofDifferent Standard Devtadons
Ifprevious sampling datais available the simple sample standard deviation maybe calculated. If data is DOt
available MARSSIM uses suggestedstandard deviations. Choosing theappropriate standard deviation will have an
influence on thenumber ofsamples and therefore the cost,
Whenactual data is used theeffectof outliers on thenumber of samples may have significant costimplications.
Outliers arevalues which lie so far awayfrom. the mean that one maysuspect that the ease inquestion is not
representative ofthepopulationmeasured. A convenient definition ofen outlier is II pointwhich falls more than I.S
times thernterguartile range above thethird~ orbelowthe first.9Y!Y!ili:. Usinga histogram, box and whiskers
plot,or scatterplot maybeusefulin visually identifying outliers. Justification fordiscarding outliers should be
included in thedata evaluation.
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An example of the effect of changing the standard deviation is given in Table 5. Table 5 :isbased on the two sample
student t-test. At? can be seen the tiJ~terthedistribution. i.e. the smaller the standard deviation the fewer nwnber of
samples needed for the same false positive or false negative rate. In the table the width of the gray region for the
example remains the same.
Table S - Effect of • DiffereDt Standard Deviation on the Number of Samples and the Cost
Number 01 Cost of Sampling Number 0 Cost of Sampling
Samples, Design for One Samples, Design for One
Alpha Bela SO n Area SO n .......
0.01 0.01 1.9 1628 18616,180.00 1.1 647 $ 6,264,946.00
0.01 0.05 1.9 1187 13 573,346.00 1.1 399 $ 4 562 565.00
0.05 0.01 1.9 1186 13561,910.00 1.1 398 $ 4551130.00
0.01 0.1 1.9 980 11 206,300.00 1.1 330 $ 3 773 550.00
0.1 0.01 1.9 979 11194865.00 1.1 329 $ 3762,115.00
0.05 0.05 1.9 814 9 308,090.00 1.1 274 s 3133,190.00
0.01 0.2 1.9 756 8,644860.00 1.1 255 s 2915925.00
0.2 0.01 1.9 755 8,633425.00 1.1 253 $ 2893 055.00
0.05 0.1 1.9 645 7,375575.00 1.1 217 $ 2 481 395.00
0.1 0.05 1.9 644 7,364140.00 1.1 217 $ 2 481 395.00
0.01 0.3 1.9 612 6998220.00 1.1 207 $ 2 367 045.00
0.3 0.01 1.9 611 6,986 785.00 1.1 205 $ 2 344 175.00
0.1 0.1 1.9 494 5,648 890.00 1.1 166 s 1,898,210.00
1.7 &adSpreadsheet INstructiollS
EachExcel spreadsheet (secattachments in Section7) is set up the sameway so thedescriptiongivenhere applies to
all oftbe shoots. These calculations ere dependent upon a knowledgeable person choosing the appropriate variables
used in these calculations. They should use available data and decision criteria based upon the properregulatory
guidance. This individual should cboose the null andalternative hypothesis to be tested. These calculations assume
the null hypothesis (HJ tested for i5 that re8:idual contlUninatiOD exceeds the action level criterion. The elteruatlve
hypothesis (HJ is that residual contIlmination meets the action level criterion. It is suggested to make a copy of the
folder containing the spreadsheets amisaveeachRev0 as the template to be usedlater.





Theworksheets are setup to interlinkand provide the analysis for the "Totals"worlc.shcet. The"Totals" 'WOrksheet
providestheresultsfor comparison ofcostsat different levels of riskwhichis determined through the numberof
samples. needed. Allworksheets have input cells surrounded with colored borders. Input variables should be chosen
carefullywith the appropriate level ofjustification anddocumentation.
Startwith the "Calculations" worksheet wherethe level ofthe false positive mar rate (alpha value,a.) and thefalse
negative error rate (beta value,J}) arc entered into the appropriate colored fields. The Action Level, Estimated
Standard Deviation and the LBGR shouldbe entered from existing data or with the appropriate guidance. This
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aDo'WS the cakn13tion ohhe width of the gray region (.6). the peceetege of the Action. Level and the ownberof
aampka using the appropriate 2 statistic.
The"Size Formula Shee t" is a tabu lar versioa of' the "Cakubtiom" 'Ir'OIbheet in a manner that is easier to follow.
The fommla used in the calculation is shown along ¥li th references, No input is needed fot this worbheet.
The"Cost" worbheet is a tabulation ofcosts essccieed witheach s.ample. The &amplecollection cost ({."SCS) is a
lingle cell andllbould include an~ labor. materials and misceUaneow iImut Ui!IOCiated with collection
of the sample. The sample aaaI)"is C05t (USA.1i) table is set up to be a compilation o fanaJytical costs summed at the
top. These two costs are SUIn:Imld to give the aggregate unit sample collection and analym cost (AUSCS AS) , which
is used in the "Totals" worksheet,
The 'T otals" worksheet provides the total sampling cost associated with the number of samples at a spec ified false
positive and false negative ra te for three different widths of the tray region. A sampling COKt budget cell is used to
differentiate the decision level of the total cost between in the red border or blue. Highlighted fields differentiate
different gray regions .
z., SIlWlpWrKStatbtics RwJn
St8WticaJ techniquescanbe cbcseathatd~ the munbe:r of5aU1ples needed for different confidt:nce levels of
falJe positi\-cor false Dej ative rates. The mmber of samples un be used ",;:th the MARSSIM terminology to
deleuwne the volumeof material Out must be sampled. This allows the decisionmaker10determine a sample
design that best suits then«ds ofthc WJer. Historical data can be used to assist in a volume clessi ficaticn to change
the oumber of samples reqWred~ aD knowtl or suspected rontamiDation.
The number de=mioed caD be correlated v..'ithsamplina: andanalysis 00515 to get an idea o(the cost and re late:dris to
5impJe digging and disposal com . Tab)ea IIRI :set up in &cd~ to inve8tigate diffcn:nt: decision levels at
di fferent false positive and fal$c oog~ error rates. The n::su118 for the four oonfilL::noe le vels 80, 85, 90, and. 95
pcrunl uc JUmDWized below in Tw le6. l'ote tballbe numherof8lUD)J les identified in T eble 4 andTable 6 differ
dueto • cbange in the perceol of~ action leve l used for the width of thesraYrqion and the estimaled proportioo.
in thesunq' unit and the referencearea.
Table 6 - (:omplU'isoD of8amp1eNumbers by CoDfldeD.(e Level
80~ Confidence Level•
Widthof Alpha Be.. I SlI.ffiple 1 sample Wilcoxon 2 sample 2 .....1< Wilcoxon
Gray r-teet Proportion Sign test r-test Proportion Rank Sum
reeioa
5 % ofAL 1% 20 % ] 80 1041 245 255 )526 106
20% 1 % ]78 1106 245 253 1526 106
10 % 10 % 248 703 161 166 999 70
5% IV.4 272 758 176 182 1093 76
15% 5% 271 780 176 182 1093 76
IO % of 1% 20% 97 268 68 65 382 30
AL
20 % 1% 95 299 68 64 382 30
10 % 10 % 63 185 45 42 250 21
5% Ij % 69 198 48 46 274 22
15% 5% 69 208 48 46 274 22
2O% of 1% 20% 27 7t) 2J 18 96 12
AL
20% 1% 24 83 2J 16 96 12
10% 10 % 17 50 15 11 63 9
5% 1'% 19 53 17 12 69 9
15% 00/0 18 57 17 12 69 9
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T able 6 (Cl!HItinued)
SS'Yo Co.!id Uvd• , eee•
Width of AIpba Bota 1 sample I sample WilCOXOl1 2 """"Ie 2 sample WitroXOD
Gray r-test Proportion Sign lest t· .... Proportion Rank Sum
reaion
5%0£ 1% 150/. 428 1179 276 287 1719 119
AI. -
15% I ". 42. 1240 276 28. 1719 119
S % 10 % 324 908 209 217 1302 90
10% 5% 323 923 209 217 1302 90
IO%of 1% 15% 109 30S 7. 73 430 34
AI.
is % 1 % 107 333 7. 72 430 34
5% 11>-1. 82 238 57 SS 32. 27
10% 5% 82 245 57 55 32. 27
2O%of 1% IS% 30 80 26 20 108 14
AI.
15% 1% 28 02 26 19 108 14
s '!I. 10 % 22 64 20 IS 82 11
]0% 5% 21 67 20 14 82 II
Widtbo£ Alpha Beta I sample 1 aampl~ Wilcoxon 2 """",. 2 sample Wikoxon
Gray ,..... Pmport;on SignterJ. s-eest Proportion Rank Sum
"""on
5%0£ 1% 10% 492 136. 318 330 1979 137
AI.
10 % 1% 490 1418 318 329 1979 137
So/. So/. 408 1157 264 274 I64S 114
10 %of 1% 10 % I2S 355 87 84 495 40
AI.
10 % 1 0/. 124 379 87 83 49S 40
S% 5% 103 305 72 69 412 33
20%0£ 10/. 10% 34 94 29 22 124 16
AI.
10 % 1"'. 32 104 29 21 124 I .
So/. So/. 27 82 24 18 103 14
•
Width of AIpba Beta I """"Ie I _ Ie Wilcoxon 2 """"Ie 2 sample Wilcoxon
<iny ,-tesr P"""","", Sign test ,..eot ProportK>o Rank Sum
reciOD
S%of 1% 5". S96 1667 386 399 2393 166
AI.
S% 1% 594 1705 386 398 2398 166
10%0£ 1% 5 % 151 436 105 101 600 47
AI.
S o/. 1% ISO 453 105 100 .00 47
20%of 1% 5 % 40 116 35 27 ISO 18
AI.
5 % 1% 39 124 35 26 ISO 18
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3. Pipe Excavation and Removal Cost Estimai~
The pipe excavation and removal cost estimate is swmnarized in dollars per linear foot for excavating pipeline types
(materialsof construction) and sizes and depths. Excavation depths, summarized in section 1.2 and shownin section
3.1 are 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 feet below ground surface. Pipeline materials ofconstruction include a) vitrified clay,
b) stainless steel and carbon steel, c) concrete masonry. and d) reinforced concrete. Pipeline sizes vary from 2 to 48
inches in diameter. The cost estimate includes various combinations ofdepth, diameter, and materials of
construction deemed applicable to t!tJ.e Hanford site. For the excavation estimate, it is assumed that the pipeline and
surrounding soil within two pipe diameters from the outside surface ofthe pipe are contaminated with radionuclides
or other hazardous substance in excess of action levels that require personnel protection in accordance with
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) level D standards (29 CFR 1910.120 Appendix B). Soil
types surrounding the pipeline will range from flne sand to coarse gravel and sand/gravel mixtures.
The pipe excavation and removal cost estimate ExcetIM Spreadsheet (see section 7) consists of numerous parameters
that include the various elements associated with soil excavation and pipe removal. These parameters are
summarized in Table 7. The focus of this studyhas been on excavation ofclean soil down to the pipe. contaminated
soil excavation aroundthepipe, and pipe sectioning and TeIIlOvaJ. The otherparameters in Table7 can be tailoredto
specific job sites. The advantage of theExcel spreadsheet is that these parameters can be modified (cost elements
added or deleted as necessary) to fit a particu1ar pipe excavation and removal job.
Table 7 - Cost Estimate Parameten
Mobilization Mobilization ofpersonnel and eqtripment includes relocation ofresources to
the job site.
Pipeline I Interference Location Pipe excavation can start after the buried pipe and any interference such as
buriedutilities are identified to ensure the correct site is located.
InstallSilt Barrier Installation ofa silt barrier provides runon / runoff control of'silt and
construction debris.
Paved Road Trenching Cutting of asphalt or concrete paving prior to excavation ofunderlying soil
Estimate assumes no paved areas will require excavation.
Clean Excavation to Pipe Clean excavation includes removal of soil overburden down to the
contaminated zone.
Contaminated Soil Excavation Contaminated soil excavation includes removal of thecontaminated soil around
the pipeline.
Pipe Section and Removal Removal ofthe pipeline includes cutting or shearing metal pipe into sections or
crushing or crumbling clayor concretepipe and loading theresultingdebris
into ERDF cans for disposal.
Backfill, Compact and Grade Once excavation is complete, this parameterprovides the elementsneeded to
backfillthe excavated hole.
Demobilization Demobilizationofpersonnel and equipment includes relocation ofresources
away from the job site once the job is complete. Also includes removal ofsilt
barrier andether project fencing.
3.1 Input PtlTRmews
Input Par.mete" to the Tool:
• Excavation depths in:Sfoot increments(5, 10. IS. 20, and 2S feet beJowgrade)
• Pipeline materials ofconstrucuoa (vitrified clay, stainless and carbonsteel,concretemasonry, and
reinforcedconcrete)
• Pipe diameters from 2 to4a, inches (the estimate assumes 6 sizes e.g., 2, 6, 12,24,36 and 48 inches) in
conjunction with the exclusions noted. above.
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The decision support tool (Excel spreadsheet) is configured to allow a different input from each of the bullets. above
to result in.a different cost estimate-per lineal foot ofpipe.
3.2 ExclWa#on
Assumptions, any items specifically excluded, and methodology for excavated Volume is included in the section on
assumptions and the Excelspreadsheets(see section1). Typical crew configurations and fiscalyear(FY) 2007 labor
costsby labor category for Fluor Hanford are given in Table 8 (based on the attachment to SOW).
Table 8 - Costs Associated with Pipe Escavadon
Cm!I #in Crew Craft Ihr
'Other'craft 67.% 1 67.96
Labore>" 54.14 6 324.84
Teamsterflight
vehicle driv~) 54.35 5 271.75
Heavy Equipment
Qperator 64.86 2 129.72
Health Physics
Technician 68.17 6 409.02
TOTAL 20 $1203.29
Other assumptions:
1) 10 hour work day per C[1~W for purposesof cost estimation
2) Estimate is based on 4 boxesper day at start, ramping up to 30 boxesper day at day6
3) Soil and air sampling during excavation is assumed to be 25 % ofthe excavation costs.
3.3 WIlSte Packaging
The cost estimate is based on contaminated soil being placed or loaded into ERDF cans or roll-off containers for
disposal at ERDF. Cleansoil is placed in spoil piles and is assumed will remainat the excavation site for use in
backfill of the excavation. ERDFwaste handlingand disposal feesare assumed 10 be 4S % ofthe excavation costs.
3.4 Cllkulations
The volume of clean and contaminated excavated soil is based on Figure 1, The excavated area is based on a 1.5 10
I slope. This results in a trapezoidal volume above the buried pipeline as the clean soil region. The contaminated
region is based on the assumption that the contaminated volume is within 2 pipe diameters around the buried
pipeline. The top of1:his 2 pipe diameter region is assumed to be a flat plane and forms another trapezoidal volume
for the contaminated region.
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3.5 Pipe Exeuvution Cf)~t Esumute
The dec ision suppo rt tool provides ;1 cost estimate for each of the pa rame ters listed us an input for the estimate .
Vitrified cl ay is used as an example and the results are summarized in Ta ble 9 and Figure 2. Similar cos t curves are
ob tained for the di fferent pipe types , >ltainlt:s.q and carbon sled , concre te and reinforced concrete, and are included in
sec/ion 7.2. Eac h estimate inc ludes 30 % contingt:m:y ..." noted in scc ti,," 7 .2.
Tabl e 9 - Vitrified Clay Pipe F.1l.cavation Cost per Lineal Foot
Dente 6 in Diameter 12 in Diameter 24 in Diamete r
5ft $2,607.64 $2,866.94 $3,794 .76
10ft $4104.32 $4 .433.26 $5,814.85
15 ft $5,763 .51 $6,476.57 $7,614.11
20 ft $7,900.46 $8,659.96 $10,250.49
25 ft $10,175 .93 $11,00508 513,026.94








$B,CXXJ.OO.. 6 in Dia
g ___ 12 in Dla
~






Oft 10 ft 15' 20ft 25 .
Depth to Top of Pipe
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4. Decision Support Tool aad Cost ComparisoD
For the examples presented in this document, the cost to excavate vitrified clay pipe is compared to the cost for
taking 8 numberof samples at the 95 % confidence level. This ccrcparison can be made at the different confidence
levelsor differentpipe types anddepth!l. Bxcevadcn costs range from $2,608 to 513,027 per foce for vitrified clay
pipe at diffc:rmtdepths and diameters (from K Cb OB 3.5). From Table 4 it is mo\\'Q 403 samples are required for .
9S%confidence level Thecost for w alyzing 40 3 samp les is $4 ,608.,305 (from soction2 .6) .
4.1 DedsM"'Syptn1 Taol R"vlts
RQiUlu o f the ~cisiOli support tool IOC vitrified clay are summarized in Table 9. The Excel spseadsbeets in section
7.2~ thecams per foot for excavation Corthe different pipe type5 . These n:swt8 for eech pipe type at 12
inch diameter and IS foot depth are summarized in Table 10.
Table 10 - ESUV:ldoD Cost, per Foot at 12 hu:h diameter and 15 Foot depth
J>;pc Type Com per foot &112 inchdiametec and 15 root depth
Vitrified clay pipe S6,4n
Steel andnainless steel 16.511
Reinforcedccecree 16.576
Concretemasonry 16.411
From Table 4 samp ling costs range from $4,608,305 @9S %confi.dence (403 umples) to $I ,921 ,080 @8I)O/,
confidence (l68 aamp1es). Note the oumber ofeamples varies depc:nd.ing on the widthof tbe gray region and the
alpha and beta values. A3noted in theassumptioaa theCOSl to obtam samples is $25.000 for thefiDt sample in each
of tbrce llUTl'lt p ibi over e 100 foot kDgth. Additional umplc:s cost $600 each. Thecost fur 403 samples over a
100 foot length is $266,800 and 168 samplesSI25.800. For rough eomparisoo, theC05t to excavate ]00 feet ofpipe
(taken from Table 10) is about $660,000 comparedwith a cost range ofS4,87S,OOO @9S% confidence to $2,05O,ooo
@8O%confideoceror sampling andan.a.Iysis. Based on thesoen.nios and exampl ea preeeesed in thisdowment, the
COSt forsampling sodanalysis is man: than the cost for excavation.
4.2 lssNesW LhldmdoIU tilthe Toof
The dec ision support tool is only as lood as the inputs used in the EXCEL spreadsheets. At. described below the
too) has: limitatioos and areas for improvement.
4,1.1 Waite Ana VL Volume
MAR.SSIM is dc:sipcd for cva..hIatioo. of contamia,abl. oa. smfaccs and surface areas. A IIlethod is proposed to Woe
the coocepts ofMA!tSSIM andMARSAME to relate the DUmberofl8mples requiRd at variousC<lI1fidencc inteT'Yals
for a liven wane volumeas:sociated with. pipe: Iine, Further, the assumption that che cootaminaUid volume is
regtric ted to 2 pipe d..iametc:n from the pipe could b e lignificantly diffemrt than actual conditiOl'lS. Thi<I si.tuation
does not account for leakingpipelines andthe pcssibleneed to chase or clean up the contaminated lIOil associated
with the leak. In some cases it might be necessary to exhumemuch of the waste site just to obtain the required
samples. The concept for relating the numberof sempleeto a given length ofpipe is outside the scope of this study
and it • topic for future evahwion.
4.2.2 eM Parameten, Inp.ts, a.ad Comparbo.
The costJ fur 1WDp1in& arcbased on thecosts to obtain the .w:oples aDd anal)tica1cOlIS and the pipe removal costs
are besed primarily 011. excavatioD 00515per theStirtemeIlt of Work (SOW). A better oomparisoll of sampling
c:ornpam11o p ipe excavation and removal will rely on II more~hemi,,"C coot evaluation.. For example,
samplingcosts wiI1 be more realistic aDd compantive if the costs can be rela ted OQ . per lineal fool basis. [p that
manner the costs of sampling can b~: related or compared to rhe costs ofexcavaucn based OD a common basis. e.g.,
costs per foot.
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....2.3 I .suvadod or Piping Lt-ss thaD Two FCHJt Diameter
Recent experience by Fluor Hanford has found that the costs of removing all types of piping 2 feet in diameter or
below costs about the same, due to the physi.cal realities of doing excavation and the filet that pip ing ofany material
cf' thet diameter or below is easy to shear or size reduce. Thi s experience implies that the estimate for pipes 2 feet in
diameter andless (2 inches, 6 inches. 12 inches and 24 inches) can be combined into one es timate.
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5. CondusioDs
Cboosiug thestatistic.t.l tool. allows for different I)'peS ofstatistical models to be used to evaluate the regulatory
parameterof conccm. The: fust section of1hi!I document cceeares a single population pat'<UllC'ter to a regulatory
value (i.e. 8 fixed numba) or the estimation ofthepopulationpar.mICter. Iftbe regulatory or action-value WIJI
e&imated, then a one-samplemetboo:l is DOt app1op.1iate and. two-sample lest9hould be selected. For two wnple
tests the bypotheses~ 1ft different &om theone lrided ~t since a comparison as wed. The comparison is
between the referencearea dmacteristic, andthe surveyarn characteristics. Multiple population mctbods are
appropriate when thecomparl.wn p<rpulatioo of the reference area has the constituent of concern naturally prcscnL
Then: are six different statimical teslJl evaluated in this document,
Thedecision process starts with det ermining the region where relatively large decision error ra tes are considered
tolerable. This is referred to 8Jl the gray region. The effect of varying the gray area provides a tool to determine the
numberof samples at different confidence interval and tolerable decision errors. The gray region is a range ofvalues
ofthe parameter of interest for a survey unit where the ccnsequeaces ofmaking a decision error an: relatively minor.
The upper bound of the grey region is set equal to the action level , and the lower bound o/the ~yn:gion (LBGR) is
8 site-specific variable . The decillionmakerhas the ability to select the width of the region. This section is useful al
evalua ting the impactof varying the decision error on theDUmber of samples.
For the examples presented in dlis documeaI:. the cost 10excavate vitrified, by pipe is. compared 10 the con for
takinga number ofsamptcs at me 95 %coofidence level for a 100 foot section of pipe. Exc.avationlmnavalcostS
range frcm $2,608 to $13.027 per fOot fur vitrified.clay pipe at different depth.1 and diametrn. Resultsof tile
decision support tool for vitrified cUy are suomwizc:d in Table 9 and Table 10. Sample andanalysi s costs to
characterize Dpipelineranee from. few million 10more than 20 millioodollm. Based on the !Ccaarios and
examplespresented in thisdocument,the cost for IalDpling and analysts ill more than the ClOSt for excavatiorsremovel
(see eecnon 4.1). The decisioo mpporttool can be used to pndiet thepoint at which the ClOSt of sampling exceeds
the cost for excllvatioo..
The decisioo. mpport tool provideJ • quickmethod for comparing excavation/pipe rt:mOva! C06I5 wilh
characterization sampling and analysis rom 10 aid in decidin&: whether to remove the pipe or leave It in place . While
the actualcosts will be situation-spe cific, the genen.lizatiDN in this studyprovide goodII.pproximatioDS for
&Itemative analysisandcan ind icate where more detai led anaJ)'3e3 are needed. Thepipe excavaucn estimate
spreadsheet developed for thi! study can easily be modified to evaluate situations on a eese-by-cese basis and
provide mere detailed cost estimatell. Ultimately, the decision will be influenced by facton such as regulatory
requirements, stakeholder interests, safety concerns, proj;l'tlItlmatic decisions, and risk reduction in addition to cost.
The decision support tool docs DOt assign values to these fectors,
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7.1 Stanslit:Q(OIkuJatW1I8
The following~C8 contai n a copyofllJe st ;)risric:alapreadsheecs used 1Q determine the number of samples at
various confidence interv\\ls. Tbe , tllti.stica11Mts or:methods used include m test:9 belo..... all described in~ 2....
• One Sample Student t-Test
• One Sample Proportion Test
• Wilcoxon SignedRankTest
• Two Sample Student t-Tes;
• Two Sample ProportionTest
• WilcoxonRankSum Test
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7.1.1 On e Sa nlple St uden t r-Test
Calculations for One-Sample t-Test Sampling Design
User Inputs are shaded areas. Null = Contaminated
For Della - 0.31, AI ha Values
(5% AL) u I o 2 « 3 o 4 u 5
om 0 .05 mn 0.20 030•
" 6 I - 0.01 816 594 490 378 306,
0 62 -0,05 596 408 323 233 177;,
R .1 - 0.100 492 324 248 170 123-" 64 - 0.20 380 234 171 107 71'" R5 - 0,30 308 179 124 71 42
:::1. 6.20 6.20,fis.581 4.911
Delta 0.31 0.62 1.24
Delta as percent of At SOk 10'1. 20%
Om
Zt, ·AlpNl 2.326348 1.&14854 1.28 15516 0.841621 0.524401
0.5 (Z( 1 'A lph~l)2 2.70594 7 1.352772 0.82 11872 0.354163 0.137498
Z(1.e"'1 2.326348 1.644654 1.2815516 0 .84 1621 0.524401
ForDelta - 0.62, AI ha Va lues
(10% ALl n I II 2 u 3 « 4 o 5
0.01 10.05 0.1 0 0.20 I D:30
•
" 1 0001 207 150 124 95 77,
-= 2 ' P.05 151 103 82 59 45> 3 - 0.100 125 82 83 43 31- 64 - 0.20" 97 60 44 27 18'" 6 5 -0.30 80 46 32 18 11
ForDelta - 1.24, AI ha Values
(20% AL) u I " 2 c 3 u 4 « 5om I o.OS 1071"0 !J.20 10'30•
" I 0.0 54 39 32 24 20,
-= 2 - 0.05 40 27 21 15 12>
3 - 0.100 34 22 17 11 8-" 4 0.20 27 16 12 8 5'" 5 - 0.30 22 13 9 5 3
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Size-Sample Equation for One-8ample t-Test
Null = Contaminated
Vatues are rounded upwards (EPA 200D,p. 3--8). The equation Iefrom (EPA 2000, p. 3.7).
". Concluding -c ActioIl.Level
a - l% I a - 5% a ~ 10"10 a - 20% I a - 30"10
Estimated Std. Dev ""' 1.9 s '"' 1.9 I. - 1.9 e - 1.9 s '"" 1.9 I. - 1.9
Width of the Grav Rc ion ~) - 0.31 S%ofAL)
P"" 1~_ 816 594 490 378 306
Mimken1y JJ - 5~_ 596 408 323 233 177
Co:ocludini > - P- uw_ 492 324 248 170 123
Action Le...el P - 1O'Y_ 380 234 171 107 71
P 3lJ% 308 179 124 71 42
WMllhoftbe Gray Region (Al - D.f>2 (Ill'. ofAL)
P - 1% 207 150 124 95 77
MistAkm.ly p ... 5% 151 103 82 59 45
ConcltJdine > ... P- HI% 125 82 63 43 31
Action Level p "" 10% 97 60 44 27 18
p "" 30% 80 46 32 18 11
Width aftho GTay Region (A) '" 1.:'.4 (20% ofAL)
11 - 1% 54 30 32 2. 20
Mi.u.itMlly P - 5% 40 27 21 15 12
Concluding >- P- 10% 34 22 17 11 8
ActionLtvd p - 20-;' 27 16 12 8 5
~ - 3lJ% 22 13 9 5 3
Referenc es
EPA. 2000. GlJkfance for Data QualityAssessment.
EPAQA/G·9, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington DC.
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Collection
$50. 00 .... $11,385.00 :::
NUll = Contaminated








Sampling Collection and Analysis Costs




USC$Unit sample collection cost in dollars
USA$Unit sample analysis cost in dollars
USA$ (SUM)Unil sample analysis cost for all analytical methods in dollars
AUSCSA$Aggregate unit sample collection and sample analysis cost in dollars
Summed from cells below
Enter costs associated with each item for taking the sample
USA$ Summed from cells below




















confide nt residual ccntamment meets the action level cntenc n
confide nt resjc uat ccntemlnent exceeds Ihe acuon level crite rion
confident residual contemmant meets the action level criterion
confident residual contammc nt exceeds the action level crite rion
confide nt residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confide nt resldu~1 conrominant exceed s the action level crite rion
10% confident volume exceeds the action level criterion and 5% con fident volume meets criterion
5% confident volume exceeoe meaction level cri terion and 10% confident volume meets criterio n
10% confident volume exceeds the action level crttelion and 10% confidentvolume meets crnerlc n
confident residual contaminant meets ttlO action lovo! criterion
con fident residual contaminant exceeds the acucn level criterion
confident resid ual ccnterrrnent meets the action level criterion
confide nt res.due! contaminant exceeds the action level criterion









User inputs are shaded
areas.
: ~ ~ ::~;:~~ :::~~~:~:~ :~~1 95%
$11,435.00 $6,792 .390.00' 95%
, I
$11,435.00 $5,626 .020.00, 90 %
I I
$11,435.00 $5,603,1 50.00: 90 %
. I
$11,435.00 $4,66 5,480.00 90 %
$11 ,435.00 $4,345,300.0~ BO %
$1 1 , 4350~ $4,322,430.00' 80%


























































































































































Plpehne Removal Vs. Characterization Study- Decision Support Tool ~
"~
confident residual contaminant meets the act ion level criterion
confident resid ual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant mee ts the act ion level criterion
5% confident volume meets the action level criterion and 5% confiden t volume exceeds criterion
confident resi dual contaminant meets the act ion level c riterion
confident residual contaminant excee ds the action level criterion






5% con fident volume meets the action level c riterion and 5% confident volume exceeds criterion
confiden t residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confiden t residual contaminant exceeds th e action level crttencn
10% confident volume exceeds crite rion and 5% confident volume meets criterion
5% confide nt volume exceeds the act ion level crite rion and 1 0 c;~ confident volume mee ts criterion
$11,435 .00 $1,177 ,805.00 90%
$11,435.00 $1,109,195.00 80'%
$11,435.00 $1,086,325.00 80%
$11,435 .00 $937,670.00 85%
$11,435.00 $937,670 .00 85%
$11,435.00 $914,800.00
$11,435.00 $8 80,495 .00
$11,43500 $811,88 5.00
$11,435.00 $811,885.00
$11,435 .00 $720,405.00 80% 10% confident volume exceeds the action level criterion and 10% confident volume meets criterion
$11,435 .00 $686,100 .00
$11,435 .00 $674,665 .00
$11,435 .00 $617,490.00
$11,435.00 $526,010.00
$11,43 5.00 $51 4,575 .00
$11,435 .00 $491 ,705.00
$11,435 .00 $503,140.00
$11,435.00 $480,270.00
$11,435.00 $457,400.00 95 %




$11,435.00 $365,920 .00 90 % confident res idual contaminant exceeds the action level criterio n
$11,435.00 $308.745.00
$11,435 .00 $308,745.00 90 %
$11,435.00 $308,745.00 80 %
$11,435.00 $274,440.00 80%
$11,435.00 $251,570.00
$11,435.00 $240,135.00 85% 5% co nfident volume exceed s the action level criterion and 10% confident volume meets criterion




$11,435 .00 $194,395.00 80%
$11,435.00 $182,960.00
0 .62 5%~7h'1,l~'5% 1.9 103
0.62 1%'k''''' 200/0 1.9 97
0.62 20%~1~ 1.9 95
0.62 10% ~'k, 5%' 1.9 82
0.62 5%-!iO% 1.9 82
0.62 1% 30'% 1.9 80
0.62 30% 1% 1.9 77
0.31 30% 20% 1.9 71
0.31 20 % 30% 1.9 71
"0 .62,~16%1i:iO'k' 1.9 63
0.62 5% 20% 1.9 60
0.62 20% 5% 1.9 59
1.24 1% 1% 1.9 54
0.62 5% 30% 1.9 46
0.62 30% 5% 1.9 45
0.62 20% 10% 1.9 43
0.62 10% 20% 1.9 44


















1.24 ~5'::%~,-~20~%~o 1.9 16
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7.1.2 One Samp le Proportion Test
Calculations for One-Sample Proportion Test Sampling Design
User inputs are shaded areas . Null = Contaminated
For Delta - 0.04, AI ha V alues
(10% AL) o: 1 " 2 c 3 a 4 n 5 7.(1 - Rt'u )
I O~Or (lOS I 0:0 I 0;20 limo. 1 .•• 6 I - 1).01 3182 2310 1902 1462 1180 2.326348=- 2 ~ 0.05• 2327 159 1 1256 903 685 1.644854>-
3 ~ V.I0• 1925 1262 966 660 476 1.281552- 4 - 0.20• 1490 915 666 417 273 0.841621
" ~5 ~0:30 1210 699 484 276 162 0 .524401
Delta 0.04 0.08 0.12
Delta as percent of AL 10% 20% 30%
Sqrt(P. (1 • p.)) 0.489898 0.489898 0.4898979
Sqrt{P,(1 - P,)) 0.48 0.466476 0.4489 989
Z p. A1phal 2.326348 1.fM854 1.28 15516 0.841621 0.524401
For Delta - 0.08. Al ha Values
(20% AL) a 1 lL 2 u 3 a 4 a 5
Z ( I _ lJo:w}J.(n 10: ); ; P:IO Il£io 1l);i!O.."• 6 I ~lI.oI0 774 559 459 351 282 2.326348=... ~2 -0:05 569 387 305 218 164 1.644854>-
63 - .10• 472 308 235 160 115 1.281552- 64 - .20 36 7 225 163 102 66 0.841621
" 85 .3 300 173 119 68 40 0. 524401
For Delta ~ 0.08, AI ha Values
(30"10 ALl lL 1 a 2 u 3 ,,4 " 5 2(1- Bela)
.0 2 '3•• 1 - 0.0 332 238 195 148 118 2.326348=... 2~ 0.0 245 166 130 92 69 1.644854>-
3 ~ 0.10• 205 133 101 68 49 1.281552- :20• 4 - 160 98 71 44 28 0.841621
" 5 - .30 132 76 52 30 17 0 .524401
152416.doc J7
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Size-Sample Equation for One-Sample Proportion Test
Null = Contami nated
Values ar. rounded upwards (EPA 2000, p. 3-8). The equation Is from (EPA 2000. p. 3-19).
Misl3ktu1y Cou<:ludq < Action level
Q - 1% I Q - 5% I a - 10% I a - 20% I a - 30%
Wll1lb of 1bcGrB'\· R.e2ion I f" ...0.04 110% ofALl
JJ ... 1% 3182 2310 1902 1462 1111D
Mimkenly P ,. 5% 2327 1591 1256 903 665
CODCtudinst > ... p ... 10% 1925 1262 966 66D 476
ActionLeve\ P ... lOY. 1400 915 666 417 273
P "" 30Y. 1210 699 464 276 162
Width ofthe GrayRqion (A) - 0.08 (20%ofAL)
JJ ... 10/. n4 559 459 351 262
Mistakenly P "" SO/. 569 367 305 216 164
Concluding> • P - lOY. 472 308 235 160 115
Action Level
~ - 20Y. 367 225 163 102 66
P ... 30~. 300 173 119 66 40
Width of the Only Region (.6.) - 0.]2 (30% ofAL)
P ... 1·/. 332 236 195 146 118
Mi&takenly JJ ... t''Y. 245 166 130 92 69
ConcludiDe > ... P ... 10·;' 205 133 101 66 49
Action Level p ... 20~. 160 98 71 44 28
P ... 30~. 132 76 52 30 17
References
EPA. 2000. Guidance for D.1lJ Quality Assossmant.
EPA QNG.S. U.S. Environmen1a1Prol8ction Ageocy. Washinglon DC.
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Collection
$50.00 + S11,385.00 =
NULL;;; Contaminated




USCS + USA! (Suml =
Sampling Collection and Analysis Costs




USCSUnit sample collection cost in dollars
USASUnit sample analysis cosl in dollars
USA$ (5UM)Unit sample analysis cosl for all analytical methods in dollars
AUSCSASAggregate unit sample collection and sample analysis cost in dollars
USC! Summed from cells below
Enter costs associated with each item for taking the sample
152416.doc
Summed from cells beJO'N






























5% :~ 1% 559
10% 30% 484




User Inputs are shaded
areas.












confid ent restoual contaminant meets the action level criterion
conncent rHsiduHl contaminant exceeds the action rever crnenon
connoent residual contaminant meets the action level cri terion
confident residual contaminant exceedsthe action revercriterion
connc ent residuat contaminant meets the action levercriterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the acucn level cntencn
confident residual contaminant meets the action leve! crtlerion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
5% ccnndcnt volume meets action level cri terion and 5% confident volume exceeds enteric
confident rt sldual contaminant meets tl1e action level criterion
coenoem residual contaminant exceeds the action ICV(l1 criterion
5% ccnnoent vet exceeds action level criterion and 10% confident volumemeets criterion





























$13 ,493 300 .00
511 ,046,210.00






I $7 547 100.00
I $6,508,515.00
56,392,165.00
I 55,534,540.00r--- - -
I $5,443 060.00
I 55 ,397,320 .00


























































































confident residual contaminant exceeds the action lov(lI crftorlon











5% COflfldent vol. meets action level criterion and 5% confident volume exceod6 criterion~ I'
confident residual contaminant meets the aetlon level criterion ~
5% oonr.d~ vol. exceeds actioo 5eve1aiterton md 10% confident vol. meeta crceOon
10% confidant vol. exceeds action level ailenon and 5% confidentvol. meets crIte1ion
10% confidentvol. exceeds action levelcriterion and 10% confidentvol. meets crltencn
confident residual contami nant meets the action ll!WeI crtterton
10% confiden t YOI. exceeds action level criterion and 10% confident vot, meets CL1lerion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level ertterion
10% confident vol. exceeds action level atteOOn and 5% confident vol ume meets Criteria
confident residual contaminant meets the action level atlerion
confident residual COCllcmnanl exceeds the action )eve( alef10n
5% confident vol. meets action level Cliterion and 5% confident vokJme el(COed$ criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
































































r 7 a 12 , "..':50/; . '."10%'


















r""alf2 " i <I lI" i ' 5%'h __ ,~_ _ . " , • • ,'~ w.•.•, .~~
0.08 10% 10%
~L,-_ L . :~ n· ':i2; 1Itl!!~<: '5~ .~4 H1:L . 6/1'
••.·.·".,-..Y... I.. ~ ,.~ .• • '.• :; " ,. " , \ ,~,M
0.08 5% 20%
0.08 20% 5%





r 5;::'0·12 . i V i ,~C, >: >-,',. ,?o ,;~: : ,;;:, : , <
" 0 '12 ' ' , l'L , , '2Q'~f;:.... '-'_~,~..·_·_~.h_. ,""tI. .. . I .· ~~
0.08 30% 5%
0.08 20% 10%
ft:'1tl~L : , ;.jQ%~a\t:!m
0.12 1% 30%
1.524 16.doc 41
PJp~Jlne ~!...moVit VI. Charaderin tJon Study - DecliloD Support Tool
0.12 10% 20% 71 $11,435.00 $811,885.00
0.08 20% 30% 88 $11,435.00 $m,880.00
0.12 30% 5% 89 $ll ,~35.oo $789.015.00
0.12 20% 10% 88 $11,435.00 $777,5 80.00
0.08 3O'l\ 20% 88 $11,435.00 $7M.7fO .OO
0.12 10% 3O'l\ 52 $11,435.00 $594,820.00
0.12 3O'l\ 10% ~ $11,435.00 $580,315.00
0.12 20% 20% 44 $11,435.00 $503,1~0.00




0.12 30% 20% 28 $11.435.00 $320,180.00
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7.1.3 Wilcoxon Sign Tes t
Calculations for MARSSIM Sign Test Sampling Design
User inputs are shaded areas. Null =Contaminated
Fur Ddtl:l. 0.31 , AI ha Values
(5 % AL) u I u 2 a 3 a 4 a 5
Zc:l - Bela)0.Ql; 0:0., I 0.10 1[1.20 ():30
~
- O.lH~ I 1547 1127 930 71B 5Bl 2.32B34B=.. 2 - 0:05 1127 774 B12 443 33B 1.644854;;-
3 ~ 0;(0
~ 930 612 471 323 234 1.2B1552- 6 4 ~ 0:20~ 71B 443 323 203 135 0.B41621




















FOTDelta = 0.62 . AI ba Values
(10% AL) u 1 u 2 u 3 a 4 a 5
~I - B<.1<I )
.0 .0 ;j 0:2 0"
~• I ~ .01 39B 290 239 lB5 150 2.326348=- 2- .0~ 290 200 153 114 B7 1.644B54;;-
3 ~ 6.1~ 239 158 122 B3 60 1.2B1552- 4 ~0:2• 185 114 B3 53 35 0 .841621
'" 5 ~ 0.30 150 B7 60 35 21 0.524401
For Delta - 1.24. AI ba Values
(20 %AL) u 1 u 2 tm a 4 a 5 2(1 - Beta)IlWI I ll:o;l I [giJ I f@j~• " I ~ .0:01 111 81 68 52 42 2.32634B=.. 62 -11.05 81 56 45 33 24 1.644 854;;-
B3 - 0 ;10~ 6B 45 34 24 17 12B 1552- 64 -0.26• 52 33 24 15 10 0.841621
'" P 5 - 0.311 42 24 17 10 6 0.524401
15241o doc 43
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4(Sign P - 0.5)'
where Sign P = 4!> (~J
Sf"'"
Values or- rounded upwards (EPA 2000, p. 3-8) . The equation I. from (EPA 2000. p. 5-33).
Mistaken ConcludinR < Action Level
a - 1% I a - 5% a - 100/a a - 20'10 a - 30%
Estimated St4. Dev ,. 1.9
I "" 1.9 I •• 1.9 , - 1.9 IS - 1.9 s '"" 1.9
Width ofthe Grav Re '00(6 - 0,31 5% ofAU
~ - 1% 1547 1127 930 718 581
MWal=Iy P - 5·;' 11 27 774 612 443 338
Concluding > - P - 10% 930 812 471 323 234
A£tioo Level P~ 10% 718 443 323 203 135
P,. 3(1% 581 338 234 135 80
v,'idth oCtileGnyRcgion (lL) - 0.62 (l~;' ofALl
P - l % 398 290 239 185 150
MistilinIy Ii - 5". 290 200 158 114 87
Coocluding > •
~ - 10% 230 158 122 83 80
A£tioo Level
~ - 20-;. 185 114 83 3583
P- 30% 150 67 60 35 21
Width of the GrayRegion (Al • 1.24 (20% ofAL)
P - 1% 111 61 68 52 42
Mistakenly Ii - ~.;. 81 58 45 33 24
Concluding> - P - 10% 68 45 34 24 17
Al:tioa Level P- 20Y. 52 33 24 1015
P- 3OY. 42 24 17 10 6
References
EPA. 2000. Guidance for Data OualityAssessment.
PAQAlG-9. U.S. Environmental Protection P(jenr:y, WashinOton DC.
152416.doc 44
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NULL =Co ntaminat ed Sampling Collection and Analysis Costs
Unit Sample Unit Sample User inputs are shaded areas .
Collection Analysis
Cost Cost
$50 ,00 + $11,385.00 =
Dollars Dollars
USC$ + USA$ (Su m) = AUSCSA$
$1 1,43 5.0
Definitions :
USC$Unit sample collection cost in dollars
USA$Unit sample analysis cost in dollars
USA$ (SUM)Unit sample analysis cosl for all analytical methods in dollars
AUSCSA$Aggregate unit sample collection and sample analysis cost in dollars
Summed from cells below




Summed from cells below














5% confident volume meets the action level criter ion and 5% confident volume exceeds CI
confident residual contaminant exceeds the act ion level criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criter ion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action ICI'el criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the act ion level criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
5% confident volume meets the action level criterion and 5% confident volume exceeds CI
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
confident residua l contaminant meets the action level criterion
5% confident volume exceeds the action level criterion and 10% confident volume meets
10% confident volume exceeds the action level criterion and 5% confident volume moets
\>





























o $8,210 ,330 .0
o $6,210,330.0
o _ S! ,998,220,0
o $6,998 220.0
0 $6643 735,0













.~ f--~_~ ,732 ,965. 001
$2,675 ,790 ,00

















































































































" :) d:k'\-'} ,
5% ' ?11 ' ~·;Y ;1 o/~
1%"m :i ~10%
10% 30%













































0.62 5% 5% 1.9 200 $11,435.00 $2 ,287 ,000.00 90% 5% confident vol . meet s act ion level criterion and 5% confident vol. exceeds criterion c•
0.62 1% 20% 1.9 185 $11,435.00: $2,115:~?5.00, 80% confident residual contaminant meels 11m action level criterion g
0.62 20% 1% 1.9 185 $1 1,435.00_ $2,!15,475.00 80% confident res idual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion ,
•0.62 5% 10% 1.9 158 $11,435.00 $1,806,730 .00 85% 5% confident vot. exceeds action level criter ion and 10% confident vel. meets criterion 0",0.62 10% 5% 1.9 158 $11,435.00 $1,806,730 .00 85% 10% confident vo! exceeds action level criterion and 5% con fident vel. meets criterion •"0.62 1% 30% 1.9 150 511,435.00 $1,715,250.00
0.62 30% 1% 1.9 150 511.43500 $1,715,250 .00
0.31 20% 30% 1.9 135 $11,435.00 $1,543,725.00
0.31 30% 20% 1.9 135 $11,435.00 $1,543,725.00
0.62 10% 10% 1.9 122 $11 ,435.00 $1,395,070.00 80% 10% confident vot, exceeds action level cri terion and 10% co nfident vot meets criterion
0.62 5% 20% 1.9 114 $11,43500 $1,303,590.00
0.62 20"'/0 5% 1.9 114 $11,435.00 $1 ,303, 590 .00
1.24 1% 1% 1.9 111 $11.435.00 $1,269,285.00
0.62 5% 30 % 1.9 87 $11,435.00 $994,845.00
~0.62 30% 5% 1.9 87 s11,435.00 $994,845.00
0.62 10% 20"/0 1.9 83 $1 1,435.00 $949 ,105.00 ~
0.62 20% 10% 1.9 83 $1 1,435.00 $949 ,105.00 I\)J
0.3 1 30% 30% 1.9 80 $1 1,435.00 $914,800.00 ,
1.24- 5%
~
1% 1.9 8 1 51 1,435.00 $926,235.00 95% confide nt residual contaminant meets tile action level criterion -e
1.24 5% 1% 1.9 81 511.435.00 $926 ,235.00 95 % confident resid ual contaminant exceeds the action rever criterion '"1.24_1%_10% 1.9 68 $11,435.00 $177,580.00 90% confide nt residual contaminant meets the action level criter ion I:;
0.6 2 10% 30% 1.9 60 $1 1,435.00 5686,100.00
1 :24 . _~10o/o: 1% 1.9 68 $1 1.435.00 $777,580.00 90% confident residual contaminant exceeds tile action level criterion
0.62 30 % 10% 1.9 60 $11,435.00 $686,100.00
1.24" - 1% 20% 1.9 52 $11 ,435.00 $594,620.00 80 % confide nt residual contaminan t meets the action level criterion
1.24 " _ . 5% 5% 1.9 56 $11 ,435.00 $640,360 .00 90% 5% conndent vel. meets action leve l c rltenon and 5% confident vol. exceeds criterio n
0.62 20% 20% 1.9 53 $11.435.00 $606,055.00
1.24 20% t~ 1.9 52 $11 ,435.00 $594 ,620.00 80% confident residual contaminant exceeds th e action level criterion
1.24 1% 30% 1.9 42 $11.435.00 $480,270.00
1.24 5%~'b% 1.9 45 $11,43500 $514, 575.00 85% 5% confident vel. exceeds actionlevel criterion and 10% confident vor. mee ts criterion
1.24 10% _ ...5% 1.9 45 $11,435.00 $514,575 .00 85% 10% con fident vol. exceed s action level criterion and 5% confident vot. meets criterion
1.24 30'%, 1% 1.9 4 2 $11,435.00 5480,270.00
0.82 20% 30% 1.9 35 $11.435.00 $400,225.00
0 .62 30% 20% 1.9 35 $11,435.00 $400 ,225 .00
1.24 10% 10% 1.9 34 $11, 435.00 $388,190.00 80°/,., 10% confident vel. exceeds actionlevel criterion and 10% confide nt vot. mee ts crrtenc n








1.24 5% 30% 1.9 24 $11,435.00 $274,440.00 c•
1.24 10% 20% 1.9 24 $11,435.00 $274,440.00 g
1.24 30% 5% 1.9 24 $11,435.00 $274,440.00 ,
1.24 20% 10% 1.9 24 $11,435.00 $274,440.00 •0"0.62 30% 30% 1.9 21 $11,435.00 $240,135.00
,
•
"1.24 10% 30% 1.9 17 $11,435.00 $194,395.00
1.24 30% 10% 1.9 17 $11,435.00 $194,395.00
1.24 20% 20% 1.9 15 $11,435.00 $171,525.00
1.24 20% 30% 1.9 10 $11,435.00 $114,350.00
1.24 30% 20% 1.9 10 $11.435.00 $114,350.00
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7.1.4 T ....-o Sample St udellt r-Test
Calculations for Two-Sample t-Test Sampling Design
User inputs are shaded areas .
Null = Contaminated
For Delta - 0.31 , AI ha Valu es
(5%)AL) u 1 u 2 u 3 c 4 o 5
IP;(J\ ll'lfS MQ Q.2<l 0;30
~
I-Il l - Mt~ 1628 1186 979 755 611•'ii 2 - O;OS 1187 814 644 465 354>- .1~ 3 980 645 494 339 246- .2• 4 - 756 466 340 214 141:0











Zt 1 -A l pn~) 2 .326348 1.644854 1.281 5516 0 .841 621 0 .524401
0.5 (Z;,.~,".,)' 2.705947 1.352772 0.8211872 0.354163 0.137498
Ze l -Bel~) 2 .326348 1.644854 1.281 5516 0 .841621 0 .524401
For Dell a - 0 .62, AI ha Values
( lO% AL) a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5
I o.llli 1ll..<l5 0; I lli20 0~30
~
_ Il l - 0.01• 408 297 245 189 153•'ii 2-Ms 298 204 182 117 89>- 3 - 0.10~ 246 162 124 85 62
~
~ 4 - .20 190 117 66 54 36:0
65 - ::30 154 90 62 36 21
For Delta - 1.24, AI ha Valu es
(20%AL) a 1 (l 2 n 3 a 4 " 5
lHil IIl,OS OiiO 10.20 0130
~
~ I ~ 0:01 104 75 62 48 39e- 2 - 0,05= 76 52 41 30 23>- 3 - 0.10= 63 41 32 22 16~
;20• 4 49 30 22 14 9:0
5 - ::30 40 23 16 9 6
152416.doc 49
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Size-Sample Equation for Two-Sample t-Test
Null = Contaminated
Values are rounded upwards (EPA 2000. p, 3-8). The equation Is from (EPA 2000. p. 3-24.
Mistaken! Concjudine < Action Level
a - 1% a - 5% a - 10% a 20% a 30'10
Estimated Std. Dev .. 1.9 s = 1.9 II - 1.9 s 1.9 s 1.9 , 1.9
Widthoftbe ·on(l!!. 0.31 (:5% of AI...
~ - 1% 1628 1186 979 755 611
Mistakenly P = 50/. 1187 814 644 465 354
Concluding> = P .. lO'Y. 980 645 494 339 246
Action level p :ZO'Y. 756 466 340 214 141
P 30'Y. 612 355 246 141 83
Width oftheGray Region (d) - 0.62 (10% ofAL)
P - I"'. 408 2SJ7 245 189 153
MistakeDly P 5% 2SJ8 204 162 117 89
Concluding> .. P = lO'Y. 246 162 124 65 62
Action level p :ZO'Y. 190 117 86 54 36
P - 30Y. 154 90 62 36 21
Width oftheGray Region (A) = 124 (20% of AL)
P - 10/. 104 75 62 46 39
Mistakenly ~ - 5'0/. 76 52 41 30 23
Concluding> .. P "" 10·/. 63 41 32 22 16
Action Level p = %0% 49 30 22 14 9
P = 30'Y. 40 23 16 9 6
References
EPA. 2000. Guidance for Data Quality Assessment
EPA QA/G-9, U.S. Environmental Protection Agenoy, Washin9ton DC.
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NULL =Contaminated Sampling Collection and Analysis Costs




uses + USAS (Sum) =





USCSVnit sample collect ion cost in do llars
USA$U nit sample analysis cost in dollars
USA$ (SUM)Unit sample analysis cost for al l analytica l methods in dollars
AVSCSASAggregate unit sam ple collecti on and sample analysis cost in dollars
Summed from cells below
Enter cos ts associated with each item for taking the sample
USAS Summed from cells below










confident residual contaminant meets tile action level criterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
5% confident vot. meets action level criterion and 5% confident volume exceeds criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action levelcriterion ~
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion €::
10% confident vol. exceeds action level criterion and 5% confident volume meets criterion (







confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confident residua! contaminant exceeds the actlcn level criterion









































298 $11 ,435.Dq. $3~407 ,630.001
297 $11,435.0'1 $3,,396,195.00
246 $11,435.00;. $2,813,010.00:



























































































































.... . , " . .. _ •• , ..... L llracter izllt ion St udy _ Deci~it'l n S~~rt T ool a
80% confident .egjdual ccntameer aexceeds the action level cntenon
80% 10% confidant vot. 8XCeedS Bel ton level a ilerion and 10% cconderuvel. meets c fteton


















90% conroentr eeldualcontaminant exceeds the action level crite rion
85% 5% confide nt vet exceeds action level criterion and 10% confident volume rTlflM!S criterion
85% 10% con fident vel. exce eds action level criterion and 5% confident volume meets crftedon
90% 5% confidont val. roeete action level criterion and 5% confident volume exceeds cntcr ton
80% Confident residual contamin ant meetsthe action 181,'81c nertcn
80% confident residual contaminant exceeds the action 18Vfll entero n
85% 5% confident vel. exceeds action level crite rion and 10% con fident volume meets crnerton
85% 10% confident vo r, exceeds actio n level criterion and 5%connoent volun\ft mt':!t'l~ entero n
95% conrc era r8sldUl'II coraerrenant meets me action levelcriterion
95% confident residual contaminant exceeds the action IAVel critftfiOl1
90% confide nt residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
80% confident residual contaminant meets the acnon ievet criterion
90% 5% confident voi, meets aetioo level crite rion and 5% confident volume exceeds criterion
j -- I
214 511,435.00 $2,447,090,00,
204 $11,435.00 $2,332 ,740,00
'90 $11,435.00Jb,172,650,00





14' $11 ,435.00 $1,612,335,00
141 $11,435.00 $1,612,335,00
124 $11,435.00 $1,417,940.00
117 $11,4 35.00 $1,337,695.00
117 $11 ,435.00 $1,337,695,00
104 $11,4 35.00 $1,169,240.00
90 $11 ,435.00 $1,029,150.00
89 $11,435.00 $1,017,715.00
86 $1 1,435.00 $983,410.00
85 $11,435.00 $971 ,975.00
83 $ 11,435.00 $949,105,00
76 $11,435.00 $869,060,00
75 $ 11,435.00 $657,625 .00
63 $ 11,435.00 $720,405,00
62 $ 11,435.00 $706,970,00
62 $11 ,435.00 $706,970.00
62 $ 11,435.00 $706,970.00
49 $ 11,435.00 $560.315.00
52 $ 11,435.00 $594,620.00




41 511 ,435.00 $468,835.00
39 $11 ,435.00 $445,965.00
36 $11 ,435.00 $411 ,660 .00
36 $1 1,435.00 $411,660.00
























































~;3_' ~~~I' 3,~, . 124 lt% ..5%
i~4 .~~ .j~~
. f12 ),'. 19'i'<!
0.62 10%·, 30%






12 4 1% ·· 30%
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7.1.5 Two Sample Pr opor-tion Test
Calculations for Two Sample Proportion Test Sampling Design
User inputs are shaded areas. Null = Contaminated
For Del ta 0 .04, A I h a Val lies
( 10% AI.) a 1 a 2 n 3 u 4 a 5 Z(1 _ Bela}
I IlIH I lf05 O.IQ 0.2:0 10.3.0
~• 1 - 0.01 553 403 332 256 208 2.326348=- 6 2 -0.05• 403 276 219 158 120 1.644854:;-
6 3 -0.10• 332 219 168 115 84 1.281552- 8 4 - 0 ,20• 256 156 115 73 48 0.841621
'" 6 5 ~ 0.30 208 120 84 48 29 0.524401




PBa r(1 • PBar)
Z (l .....pha l
0.1275
2.326348 1.644854 1.281 5516 0.841621 0524401





u 4 (l 5
1'-(1- Bela).n: I ill!:l 101;1;0 10}30
~ .of• I - 246 179 148 114 93 2.326348=;; 6 2 - .05 179 123 98 71 54 1.644854:;-
63 -~I O" 148 98 75 52 37 1.281552- 8 4 - 1J:20• 114 71 52 33 22 0.841621
'" 6 5 ~ iJ!30 93 54 37 22 13 0.524401
For Delta - 0.08, AI ba Values
(30% AL) a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5
~ I - Beta,I [ )J I [W~ 10;10 I 111'20 I V;30
~• I - .0 139 101 83 64 52 2.326348=;; 2 :0 101 69 55 40 30 1.644854:;-
3 - :10" 83 55 42 29 21 1.281552- 84 -0:20• 64 40 29 19 12 0.841621
'" 8 5 ~ O.JO 52 30 21 12 8 0.524401
152416.d0c 55
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Size-Sample Equation for Two-Sample Proportion Test
Null :::: Contaminated
Values are rounded upwards (EPA 2000 , p. 3-8). The equation Is modified from (EPA 2000, p. 3-29).
See Gilbert et al. 2000 pp 3.14, 3.15
Mistake:1ly Coccludi:::Jg < Action J.evet
a 1% III 5% l a 10"10 I a 20% 1(1 30%
Width cf the Gray Re 'on b) ...0.1 20% of AU
~ - 1% 553 403 332 256 208
Mistakenly ~ _ SD!. 403 276 219 158 120
Concluding > - jj - 10% 332 219 168 115 84
Action Level
~ - 20% 256 158 11 5 73 48
f3 - 30% 208 120 84 48 29
Width of the Gray Region (.1) "" 0.15 (300~ of AI .)
I3 - 1'/. 246 179 148 114 93
Mistakenly I}, - 5% 179 123 98 71 54
Concluding > =
~. lO~, 148 98 75 52 37
Action leve l
~ lO Y, 114 71 52 33 22
~ - 30% 93 54 37 22 13
Width of tbe Gray Region (A) - 0.2 (40% of AI,)
~ '"' 1% 139 101 83 64 52
Mistakenly ~ - 3'%, 101 69 55 40 30
Concluding > = )3 - lO~. 83 55 42 29 21
Action Leve l II = 20% 64 40 29 19 12
~ .. 30'% 52 30 21 12 8
References
EPA. 2000. Guidance for Dsta QualityAssessment. EPA OAlG-9,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington DC.
Gilbe rt, RO. JR Davidson, JE W ilson, BA Puls ipher. 2001 . Visual Sample Plan (VS P) Models andCode Verification.
PNNL~13450, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland. Washington.
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Collection
NULL =Contaminated




uses + USAS (Sum) =
$50.00 + $1 1.385 .00 -
USAS
152416.doc
Sampling Collection and Analysis Costs




USC$Unit sample col lection cost in dollars
USA$ Unit sample analysis cost in dollars
USA$ (SUM) Unit sample analysis cost fo r a ll analytical methods in dollars
AUS CSASAggregate unit sample collection and sam ple analysis cost in dollars
Summed from cells below
Enter costs associated wilh each item for taking the sample
Summed from cells below




















confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confident residua l contamina nt exceeds the action level criter ion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criter ion
confident residual contamin ant meets the action level criterion
5% confident volume meets the action level criterion and 5% confid ent volume
exceeds criterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action level criterion
10% conf ident volume exceeds the action level criterion and 5'% confident volume
meets criterion
5% confident volume exceeds the action level criterion and 10% conf ident volume
meets criterion
confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
confident residual contaminant meets the action leve l criter ion















































































































1 0%~1 o/~10.15 :::>
O . 1 5 ·'~' 10/61:1'10%
0.15 1% 1%
0.15 5% ;~ 5%











5% confident volume meets the act ion level criter ion and 5% confident volume exceeds
120 $11,435,00 $1,372 ,200.00 90 '% criterion
120 $11,435.00 $1,372,200,00
115 $11,43 5,00 $1,315,025 ,00
115 $11,435.00 $1,315,025,00
114 $11,435.00 $1,303 ,590.00 80% confident res idual conta minant exceeds the action level criterion
114 $11,435.00 $1,303,590.00 80% confiden t residual conta minant meets the actio n leve l criterion
101 $11,435 ,00 $1,154,935,00 95 % confident residual conta minant exceeds the action level criterion
101 $11,435 .00 $1,154,935.00 95% confident residual contam inant meets the action leve l criterion
10% confiden t volume exceeds the action leve l criterion and 5% confiden t volume meet
98 $11,435.00 $1,120,630.00 85% criter ion
5% confident volume exceeds the action level criterion and 10'% confident volume meet




'"84 $11,435.00 S960.54O,00 C84 $11,435,00 S960.540,00
\
83 $11,435.00 $949,105.00 90% conf ident res idual contam inant exceeds the action level criterion <.oJ
83 $11,435.00 S949,105,00 90% confident residual contam inant meets the action leve l criterion -t
10% confident volume exceeds the action leve l cr iterion and 10% confident volume -J
75 $11,435,00 S857.625,00 80% meets cr iterion '"
73 $11,435.00 5834,755.00 <;:>
71 $11,435.00 S811.885,00 71:;
71 $11,435,00 S811.885,00 ~
5% confident volume meets the action level criterion and 5% conf ident volume exceed &)
69 $11,435,00 S789.015,00 90% criterion
84 $11,435,00 $131,840 ,00 80% confident residual contaminant exceeds the action level criterion
64 $11,435,00 $131,840,00 80% conf ident residual contam inant meets the action level criterion
10% confident volume exceeds the act ion level cr iterion and 5% conf ident vo lume meet
55 $11,435.00 S828,925,00 65% criterion
5% confident volume exceeds the action level cr iterion and 10% confident volume meet
55 $11,435,00 S628,925,00 85% criterion
54 $11,435,00 S617,490,00
54 $11,435.00 S617,490 ,00
52 $11,435,00 S594,620,00
52 $11,435.00 5594,620.00






















Pipeline Removal Vs. Characterization Study - Decision Support Tool
0.15 10% 20% 52 $11,435.00 $594,620 .00
0.1 30% 20% 48 $11,435.00 5548,880 .00
0.1 20% 30% 48 $11,435.00 $548,880 .00
10% confident volume exceeds the action level criterio-t and 10% confident vol ume
42 $11,435.00 5480,270.00 80% meets criterion
0.2 20% 5% 40 $11.435.00 $457,400.00
0.2 5% 20% 40 $11,435.00 5457,400.00
0.15 30% 10% 37 $11.435.00 $423,095.00
0.15 10% 30% 37 $11,435.00 5423,095.00
0.15 20% 20% 33 $11,435.00 $377,355 .00
0.2 30% 5% 30 $11,435.00 5343,050 .00
0.2 5% 30% 30 $11,435 .00 $343.050 .00
0.2 20% 10% 29 511,435.00 5331,615.00
0.2 10% 20%, 29 $11,435.00 $331,615 .00 \J)
0.1 30% 30% 29 $11.435.00 5331,615 .00 l'
0.15 30% 20% 22 $11,435.00 $251,570 .00 (;
0.15 20% 30% 22 $11,435.00 $251,570.00 (
0.2 30% 10% 21 $11,435.00 5240,135.00 0J
0.2 10% 30% 21 $11,43500 $240,135.00 -l;
0.2 20% 20% 19 $11,435.00 5217,265.00 -e
<:'0.15 30% 30% 13 $11,435.00 $148,655.00 a0.2 30% 20% 12 $11.435 .00 5137,220.00
0.2 20% 30'"/,, 12 $11,435 .00 $137,220.00 ;;;,
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7.1.6 wtrcexon Rank Sign (WRS) Test
Calculations for MARSSIM WRS Test Sampling Design
User inputs are shaded areas . Null = Contaminated
Fur DclliJ 0 .31, AI ha Values
(5 % AL) n 1 n 2 u 3 u 4 n 5 211- Beta}
0.01 10.05 0'10 10:ZO 030
~
B I - 0.01~ 228 166 137 106 86 2.326348=
" 62 -0.05 166 114 90 65 51 1.644854;;. B3 - OJo~ 137 90 70 48 35 1.281552-~ I-.lJ 4 ~ 0;20 106 65 48 30 21 0.841621
"' 65 ~0.30 86 51 35 21 12 0.524401
Delta 0.31 0.62 1.24
Delta as percent of AL 5%
.~. . . la'il~. m
.. .. !'9iil<! ~S
10% 20%








For Delta - 0.62, AI ha Valu es
(10 % AL) n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4 n 5 2(1 - Deta)
1O::OJ 1Q.Q~ 10:10 10,20 0::30
~
~ I - .01 65 47 40 30 24 2.326348=
" 2 .05 47 33 27 20 15 1.644854;;. 3 - 0.10~ 40 27 21 15 11 1.281552- 4 - MO~ 30 20 15 9 6 0.84 162 1
"' B 5~ O.3Jl 24 15 11 6 4 0.524401
For Delta - 1.24, AI ha Valu es
(20% AL) u I u 2 u 3 u 4 n 5
Z (l - &:ta)
W I Ill~os I ~~11l I lrall 101':1"0. .
~
~ 61 - D:O 26 18 16 12 10 2.326348=- 2 - .0~ 18 14 11 8 6 1.644854;;.
3 . ;10~ 16 11 9 6 5 1.281552- .20~ 4 - 12 8 6 4 3 0.841621
'" 65 - 0:30 10 6 5 3 3 0.524401
1524 1ti.doc 61
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Size-Sample Equation for MARSSIM WRS Test
Null = Contaminated
(Z,_a + Z'_f )' ( A )
N = n + m = 2 where P, = <l> r: and
3(P, -0.5) "Z8r " "




n = number of samples in a sample area, [.e.; survey unit
m = number of samples in the reference area
Values are rounded upwards (EPA 2000, p. 3-8). The equation is from (EPA 2000, p. 5-28).
Mistakenl Concludinz < Action Level
a - 1% a - 5% " - 10% a - 20% a- 30%Estimated Sid. Dev = 0.62 s - 0.62 S - 0.62 ~ - 0.62 s - 0.62 ~ = 0.62
Width of the Gray Re ion !'l - 0.31 5%ofAL)
~ - 1% 228 166 137 106 86
Mistakenly ~ .. 5% 166 114 90 65 51
Concluding> =
~ - 10% 137 90 70 48 35
Action Level
~ = 20% 106 2165 48 30
P 30(>/" 86 51 35 21 12
Width of the Gray Region (t.) - 0.62 (10% of AL)
~ = 1'%, 65 47 40 30 24
Mistakenly p 5% 47 33 27 20 15
Concluding> = p 10% 40 27 21 15 11
Action Level p = 20% 30 20 15 69
~ = 30% 24 15 11 6 4
Width oftbe Gray Region (d) ,Co 1.24 (20% ofAL)
P 10/0 26 18 16 12 10
Mistakenly ~ - 5%) 18 14 11 8 6
Concluding> = ----)J =-- 10% 16 11 9 6 5
Action Level p "-' 20% 12 8 6 4 3
~ - 30% 10 6 5 3 3
References
EPA. 2000a. Guidance for Data Quality Assessment. EPA QAlG-9, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington DC.
EPA. 2000b. Multi-Agency RadiaNon Survey and Site Investigation Manual (MARSS/M). EPA 402~R-97·016, Rev.1.
Environmental Protection Agency', Washington DC.
Note on Rounding
After N is calculated using the above equation, the following equation is used to divide N by 2, round up (ceilIng
function), increase the size by 20%, and round up to the nearest integer. Using the ceiling function first on the initial
sample size and then on the inflated sample size foIlows the method used by Visual Sample Plan 1.0 and 2.0.
Final Sample Size = ceiling(1.2 ..ceiling(NI2))
152416.doc 62
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NUll =Contaminated Sampling Collection and Analysis Costs




USC$ + USA$ 'S um' =




USC$Unit sample col lection cost in dol lars
USA$UM sample analysis cost in dollars
USA$ (SUM) UnII sample analysis cost fOJ" a ll analytical methods in dollars







Summed from cells below
Enter costs associated wilh each item for taking the sample
Summed from cells below




Pipelin e RClIIoval Vs. Charact erization Study - Decision Suppo rt To ol ~
"
~
~~~t~~ln ''''d Total Cost for MARSSIM WRS Test Sampling Design
Sampllng-Cost BUdget $2,000 ,000.00 User inputs are shaded a reas.
90% 5% co ntidnnt vot .meets action le....et criterion and 5% confident volume exceeds criterion
90% ccnndent residual contaminant exceeds the aellon level crltencn
95% confident reedue! contami nant meets the <tetkmie....el criferkm
9 5% confid ent resid ual ccntcrelnant exc eeds tho acton level critor ion




confiden t reskluiJl contaminant meats the action level criterion
confidant residual contaminant exceeds the act ion level cntencn
ccnncent residua ! contaminant meets the act ion level criterion
confide nt residufli conta minant exceeds the action level criterion
5% confident ve'. meets action lever cr ite rion and 5% cmfident volume exceeds criterion Cj
confident residua l contaminant meets the action levet cr rtcrlcn Y\
confid ent res lduol cc ntamlnant exc eeos th e ac tion 16Vt!1cruenon E
5% confident vel, excee ds ccncn level criterion end 1OY~ confident volume meets criterion \
10% ccnrldent vor. exceeds action level criterion an<15% confident volume meets criterionc.Y
..t..
-.J















Gray Total Cost of
Region, Alpha Beta SD 5 of I AUS CA $ Sampling
(UBGR- amp es, Design
LBGR) n
0.31 1% 1% 0.62 228 $11.435.001 $2,607,180.00:
0.31 1% 5% 0,62 166 $11,435.00 $1,398 .210,10
0.31 5% 1% 0.62 166 $11.435.00 $1,898,210.00
0.31 1% 10% 0.62 137 $11,435,00 $'\,5613,595.00
0.31 10% 1% 0.62 137 $11.435.00 $1,560,595.00
0.31 5% 5% 0.62 114 $11.435.00 S',303,590.00
0.31 1% 20% 0.62 106 $11,435,00 $1,212,110.00
0.3 1 20% 1% 0.62 106 $11.435.00 $1,212,110.00
0.31 5% 10% 0.62 90 $1 1,435.00 $1,029 ,150.00
0.31 1011/ 0 5% 0.62 90 $11,435.00 Sl ,029 ,150.00
0.31 1% 30%0.62 86 $11,435.00 5983,410.00
0.31 30% 1% 0.62 86 $11,435.00 5983,410 .00
0.31 10% 10% 0.62 70 $11 .435,00 5800,450, OD
0.31 5% 20% 0.62 65 $11,435.00 $743,275 .00
0.31 20% 5% 0.62 65 $11,435.00 5743, 275.00
0.62 1% 1% 0.62 65 $11,435.00 S743,275.00
0.31 5% 30% 0.62 51 $11,435.00 5533,185.00
0.31 30% 5%0.62 51 $11,435.00 5383,185.00
0 .31 10% 20%0.62 48 $11,435.00 $548.880.00
0 .31 20% 10% 0.62 4B $11,435.00 $548.830.00
0.62 1% 5% 0.62 47 $11,435.00 $537,445.00
0.62 5% 1% 0,62 47 $11,435,00 $537 ,44 5.00
0.62 1% 10% 0,62 40 $11.435.00 5457,4 00. 0]
0.31 10% 30% 0,62 36 $11,435.00 $400,225,00
0.62 10% 1% 0.62 40 $11,435.00 $457 ,400.00
0.31 30% 10% 0.62 35 $11,435.00 $4GO,22 5 .0D
0.31 20% 20% 0.62 30 S11,435.00 $343,050 ,00








0.6 2 1% 20% 0.62 30 $11,435 .00 5J~':',05r' 00 80% confident res idua l cont aminant meets the act ion level criterion c•
0.62 20% 1% 0.62 30 $11,435.00 S34 3 ,[)SU.UU 80% confident residual contaminant exceedslhe action teve criterion g0.62 5% 10% 0.62 27 $11,435.00 S3()8,7 .. 5 on 85% 5% confide nt vol. exceeds ac tion level cri terion and 10'4 confident vel. meets criterio n ,
0 .62 10% 5% 0.62 27 $11,43500 "308.7.1500 85'% 10%conndent vel. exceeds action level cntenon and 5%confident \/01. meets criterion •0
"0.62 1% 30% 0.62 24 $11, 435.00 5'27444000 ,•
"0.62 30% 1% 0.62 24 $11,43500 52 7 4,.140.00
0.31 20% 30% 0.62 21 $11 ,435 .00 S24U.135 00
0.3 1 30% 20% 0.62 21 $1 1,435.00 S2..10 13500
0.62 10% 10% 0.62 21 $1 1,435.00 :'2 ':0 .135 Uti 80% 10% confid ent vol. exceeds act ion level crite rion and 10% confident vor. meets criter ion
0.62 5% 20% 0.62 20 511,435.00 5228 700 00
0 .62 20'% 5% 0.62 20 $11,435.00 $228 .70000
1.24 1% 1% 0.62 26 $11,435.00 52 97. 310.00
0 .62 5% 30% 0.62 15 $11,435.00 $171,525 .00
~0.62 30% 5% 0.62 15 $11 ,435.00 $171,525.00
0 .62 10% 20% 0.62 15 $11,435.00 517 1,525 .00 t
0 .62 20% 10% 0,62 15 $11,435,00 $17 1.525.00 I
0 .31 30% 30% 0.62 12 $11 ,435.00 5137 .220 .00
w
1~24 1% 5%0.62 18 $11,435.00 '5 205.830.00 95% con noent residu al contaminant meets the action level cr iterion .z...
1.24 5% 1% 0 .62 18 $11,435.00 S205.P.30 00 95% con fident residual conta minan l exceeds the act ion level crnenon ~,
16 $11 ,435.00 \:,,1.24:_ 1.%-10% 0.62 s182 .9GO. fJIJ 90% con fident residua l contaminant meets the actio n level criterion
0.62 10% 30% 0.62 11 $11 ,435.00 S125.785,00
:1~24=fQ.'D~_{% 0 .62 16 $1 1,435 .00 S182,9GO.OO 90% confident res idual contaminant exceeds the act ion level criterion ~
0.62 30% 10% 0.62 11 $1 1,435.00 $125,785 .00 :"
~f24 81% 20% 0.62 12 $11,435.00 S137 ,220 ,00 80% confident res idual con lamin ant meets the action level criter ion <>
1.24-5% _ 5Oja 0.62 14 $11,435.00 S1(i0090,00 90% 5%. confident vol. meets act ion level criterion arid 5% conno ent volume exceeds crite rion
0.62 20% 20% 0.62 9 $11,435.00 $102.91 5 00
~-:-24=iQ%- 1%0.62 12 $11,435.00 S1J 7 220 .00 80% confident residual contaminant exceed s (he action level c riterion
1.24 1% 30% 0.62 10 $11,435.00 $11-1 350.00....
5%' H)%0.62 $11 ,435 .00 85%,1.24 11 S12 5785.00 comb. of 10% conf. cant. moots action level crite rion 81d 5% conf. conI. exceeds crite rior
1.24_1 Q.%_ p% 0.62 11 $11 ,435.00 S125 785.00 85% comb, 01 5% cent . cent . meets acnon level crite rion and 10% conI. cont. exceeds crit erion
1 24 30% 1% 0.62 10 $11 ,435.00 5114,350.00
0 .62 20% 30% 0.62 6 $11 ,435.00 558.610.lJc-
0 .62 30% 20% 0.62 6 $11,435.00 S68.6 10.00
1.24 '10%- 10% 0.62 9 $1 1,435.00 S102,~1:-J.Qu 80% 10% confident vol. exceeds action level criterion and 10%confi dent vo., meets criterion
1.24 5% 20% 0.62 8 $11,43 5.00 $9 i ·t80 00
1.24 20% 5% 0.62 8 $1 1,435,00 $91 480 ,00
15241ti.doc 65
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7.2 Excavation CostEstimate Excel Spreadsheets
The following pages contain a copy of the Excel Workbooks used to determine the cost for excavating and removing
various- types of pipe at various different diameters and depths. Types ofpipe analyzed include the following.
• V itrified Clay Pipe (5, 10, IS, 20, and 25 foot depths with 6, 12, and 24 inch diameter examples).
• Steel and Stainless Steel (5 and 15 foot depths with 2 and 12 inch diameter examples).
• Reinforced Concrete Pipe (5 and 15 foot depths and 12 inch diameter examples).
• Concrete Masonry (5 and 15 fool depths and 12 inch diameter examples).
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Pipeline Re moval 'vs . Characterization Study - Decision Support TOIII ~
Exeavatlon Duration CalculMlon RIt.ulUl
Input P.pe Diameter C., ft
Slope pawn angle 33 ,7 de~...es
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Pipeline Removal vs. Characterization Study . Decision Suppor t Tool ~
Ir pur P iP<'! Di am ll~r , ,
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PIpeline Removal vs. C hsracterjzatlon Study - Decision Su pport Tool ~
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Pipeline Removal VI. C hUHclerization Study . lJCtlSIODSuppor t Tool
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Pipeline Removal vs. Cha racterization Study - Decision Support Tool a
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PlpeUne Remevet vs.Chllfactt'rilation Study - Decision Support Tool a
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Pip eline Rc muvat Vs. C harac tcrfzatk mStudy _ Decision Support Tool
Day, C<l ~ S p..r day ,
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